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While the Chinamen were chattering excitedly, the big fellow suddenly got a move on. Seizing
a hatchet, he went for the idol on the little altar, pushing the priest to one side.

The Bradys and Alice made no attempt to interfere.
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CHAPTER I.

DIPPING INTO THE DOBBS MYSTERY.

The case upon which is founded the story we are
about to relate is one that caused much excitement in the
city of New York at the time of its occurrence.

It dates back several years ago at a time when the
famous Chinese quarter, now open to any hayseed who
cares to pay the price on the "rubberneck wagon," was
much of a mystery, and little known to the outside public.

But included in the inside contingent were the world-
famous detectives of the Brady Detective Bureau, of
Union Square, who knew it then, as they know it now,
from top to bottom, inside and out.

It was not supposed at first when that miserly old
millionaire, John Frazer Dobbs, was found murdered in
his office, that the case was in the least connected with
the Chinese.

The police tried their hand at it and failed.
Three separate detective bureaus also went at it with

profuse promises of success.
All failed.
Meanwhile the Bradys, engrossed in their own business,

paid little or no attention to the matter.
Murders occur every day in New York.
B'esides this, it was by no means certain that old man

Dobbs had been murdered.
Several of the papers openly advocated the suicide

theory, and the Coroner had been of that opinion from
the start, and held it right along.

It was not until the papers stopped printing anything
about the matter that the Bradys got their call, and it
came one morning over the telephone shortly after the
opening of the mail.

The bell rang sharply, and it was Young King Brady
to the 'phone.

The conversation, beginning with the unseen speaker,
ran as follows:

"Is this the office of the Brady Detective Bureau?"
"It is."
"'Can I talk with one of the partners?"
"You are talking with one now. What is it you

want?"
"I wish to have a little talk with Old King Brady

about*the. Dobbs murder case."
"Who are you ?"
"I am Dr. Pete'r Dobbs, brother of the deceased. I

am an old man, and find it hard to get about. I will wait
on Old King Brady at any time or place, but I should
like to be sure of finding him when I call."

"Hold the wire and I will let you know."
Old King Brady was consulted.
"I don't recall any brother in that case,'' said the

old detective. "There was a dissipated, high-rolling son,
who has taken charge of everything. There was also a
crazy daughter, who is believed to be dead, but ,1 re-
member no brother."

''What shall I tell him?"
"Oh, I will see him. We are not busy at present.

I have paid no attention to the case, and .should like to
know for curiosity's sake what it is all about. If he is an
old man we will wait on him, or he can come here, just as
he likes."

Harry returned to the telephone and reported accord-
ingly.

"I will call at your office any time you say," replied the
voice at the end of the wire.

"Where are you stopping?" demanded Harry.
"Astor House."
"Can you come now?"
Dr. Dobbs said that he could, and he came.
A little man with snow-white hair and wrinkled face.
A mild man who spoke in a low, confidential way, and

to whose voice it was pleasant to listen.
A person who impressed Old King Brady as a good

man, and the old detective is a most excellent judge.
The whole firm were present to receive him.
That is: Old King Brady, Young King Brady, and

Alice Montgomery, the female partner in the Bureau.
With the old gentleman came an odd little child, a

girl of about ten years, rather good looking, but with
features, hair and eyes which made her look strangely
like'a Chinese child, which naturally puzzled the detec-
tives, for Dr. Dobbs was most certainly an American—
that, anyone could see.

Dr. Dobbs was very business-like.
He presented his professional card, and the Bradys

saw that he was located at Randallsville, N. Y., a town
which he explained was way up in the northern part of
the State.

He informed the detectives that his branch of the
Dobbs family belonged at Randallsville, and that he was
the last of his generation.

Having thus perfectly introduced himself, the doctor
came to the child.

"And this little miss," he said, "is my grandniece,
Ellen Dobbs Chung. I presume you are somewhat sur-
prised at her appearance, so before beginning my story
I will explain that part. She is the daughter of my bro-
ther's daugher, Ellen Dobbs. This lady, having become
deeply interested in Chinese mission work, ended by de-
serting her father, who was a widower, and marrying one
of her Chinese pupils, Fing Chung by name. This man
took her to live in Chinatown. My brother cast his
daughter off, and would have no more to do with her.
Her brother, Archibald, my brother's other child, served
her in the same way. For two years Ellen lived with her
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Chinese husband, and then died. Shortly before her
death my wife and I received the letter I am .about to
show you, which will explain about this little lady. Read
that first and you will better understand the situation."

And the doctor produced a letter, dated back eight
years, which read as follows:

"New York, Dec. 2d, 189—.
"Dear Uncle and Aunt:—I write to you on my dying

feed to plead for my child, my little Ellen, all I have left in
this world. You must have heard of the fearful mistake
1 made in marrying Fing Chung, my Chinese pupil. My
husband treated me well enough in his Chinese way, but
it ivS now a year since he went to California, leaving me
with my baby, and I have never heard of him since. I
am now dying. My father and brother have refused
every appeal, and I turn td you. Dear uncle and aunt,
take my little one. Save her from the horrible life she
will necessarily have to lead in Chinatown, and heaven
will bless you. For me nothing can be done. I may even
be dead before this reaches you. Save my child!

"Your affectionate niece,
"ELLEN DOBBS CHUNG.

«Xo. — Mott Street."

"An affecting appeal," said Old King Brady, who had
read the letter aloud. "Evidently you took the child."

"Yes; and I came to New York at once," replied the
doctor, "but even so, I was too late to see my niece alive.
I rescued the child, however, and here she is. I brought
her with me that you might see her."

There was some further talk on this line, and the
Bradys and Alice spoke with the child, who seemed a
bright little miss.

Then the case was taken up again.
"The situation is this," said Dr. Dobbs. "My brother

was found murdered in his bedroom in the office building
at No. —, Broadway. Who killed him is not known. His
effects have been thoroughly overhauled, but no will has
been discovered. That he made one I will presently
prove to you. My nephew, Archie Dobbs, is now prepar-
ing to claim the entire estate. I am determined that
this child shall have her rights."

"And can she be denied them?" demanded Old King
Brady.

"She has already been denied them," was the reply.
"Archie claims that this letter is a forgery, that the child
is not his sister's. It is up to me to prove the contrary,
and this I am afraid I shall find it a difficult thing to do."

"I am afraid you will, if you have no better evidence
than that letter," said Old King Brady. -"But now,
Doctor, instead of going on with your story let me
question you.. It will be the easiest way of getting at
the facts of this case. To begin with, how much did your
brother leave?"

"Between eight and ten millions."
"Of what does the property consist?"
"Mostly of lower Broadway real estate, the remainder

in stocks and bonds."
"Mr. Dobbs was found dead in his room in the build-

ing. No. — Broadway. I understand that he lived there,
Am 1 vidit?*'

"'Yes. After his daughter deserted him my brother
sold his elegant home on West Fifty-third street and
took up his quarters in two rooms in this old office
building.

"One he used as a bedroom, the other as an office.
Archie went to live at a fashionable hotel. My brother
was a very close man, and he spent almost nothing on
himself. Archie had an allowance of $50 a week, and
also property in his own right, inherited from his moth-
er's people. He and his father saw little of each other.
So they have lived for the last eight years."

"I see. Now about your brother's death, which I have
not looked into in an}^ way. How was he killed?"

"He was found in bed with a dagger buried in his
heart."

"Anyone suspected?"
"First the janitor of the building; then Archie himself

came under suspicion, but that_ seems to have fallen
through. I have not heard of anyone else."

"And the janitor?"
"He proved a perfect alibi."
"Was there robbery connected with the murder?"
"I understand not. Really, I am not posted, Mr.

Brady. All I know is what I have read in the papers.
As for robbery, I doubt if there was much to steal; my
brother lived very plainly there. He once told me that
he never kept money by him, except just enough for his
daily expenses."

"But his murderer may have thought otherwise."
"That is true."
"Did you attend the funeral?"
"No; this is my first visit to New York since the

affair."
"Where did you last see and talk with your brother?"
"It is about a year ago. I visited him in New York

at his office. That is what I am coming to. He told me
then that Archie was a dissipated scoundrel, and that
if he did not mind himself he, the father, would make a
new will, cutting him off with a shilling. I asked him if
he had made a will, and he replied that he had; that he
had divided his property equally between Archie" and
little Ellie here. This surprised me, and I asked him
to show me the will, which he did, so you see I know
what I am talking about, Mr. Brady. He refused to see
the child or to have anything to do with her, but said
that she was still his granddaughter, and that he did not
propose to keep her out of her inheritance. This is the
reason why I have come here. My wife and I have
learned to love this little miss, and I propose to see her
rights maintained, and you will get your pay if you un-
dertake this case."

"As I understand you, what you want me to do is to
find the will rather than to solve the mystery of your
brother's death."

"That is it, but with your well-known skill, probably
you will do both, if you once take'hold."

"What do you think of the suicide theory?"
"It is possible. My brother was a very melancholy

man. In his younger days he ran away to sea, and was
later mate of a trading ship. He married his first wife
in India or China somewhere. There is much mystery

I about those years, which he never explained to me.-"
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"Any children by that marriage ?"
"He always assured me that there were none."
"How did he make his money?"
"When he quit the sea he took to speculating in Wall

Street, and his fortune was accumulated in that way."
"I am almost done. What do his lawyers say about the

will question?"
He had no regular lawyer. In his real estate trans-

actions he employed first one and then another, as I
understand. I think I have told you about all there is to
tell, Mr. Brady, but if there is anything more you would
like to ask I am at your service."

"Just one question," said the old detective. "In a case
like this one is sometimes able to pick up a clew by
looking into a man's fads. Had your brother any?"

"Never that I heard of," replied the doeter. "I think
it would be safe to say that his only fad was making
money and in hoarding it up."

"Did he collect anything?"
"Nothing but dollars."
"Nothing in the way of coins, curiosities, ancient arms,

bugs, butterflies, anything in fact?"
"You are persistent about this point, Mr. Brady. If

John was a collector I never knew it. The only thing
I ever saw about him of that sort was a horrible old
Chinese idol which he kept in his bedroom down there on
Broadway. At the time I visited him he told me that
he picked the thing up out in China,"

"Well, we have located something," said Old King
Brady, adding:

•"You may wonder at my persistency, Doctor, and I
really cannot explain why I did persist. The idea came
into my head, and I wanted to work it out. And now let
me suggest that we visit the scene of this tragedy and
see what we can find."

"All of us?" demanded the doctor.
"Yes; my partners usually accompany me in 'these pre-

liminary examinations." '
"But the child. I would sooner she did not go."
"She can remain here; or perhaps you have some other

place."
"No; I have none. I am accustomed to stop at the

Astor House, so I went there. I find it much changed,
and as it is now little else than a man's hotel, I propose
to make a change to-day. I think I will look up lodgings
and engage some responsible woman to look after Ellie
when I am out."

"It would be as well," replied Old King Brady.
Leaving the child at the office, the Bradys with Alice

and Dr. Dobbs started down "town.

CHAPTEE IT.

WHAT YOUNG KING BRADY FOUND AT THE TOP OF THE
LADDER.

No. — Broadway was one of a row of old buildings,
practically the last of their kind below Old Trinity.

They found the business office and a man who intro-
duced himself as "Mr. Davis" in charge.

The dead man's room was in the greatest confusion.
It had been so plainly furnished that it was hard to

believe that it could have been the dwelling place of a
multi-millionaire.

Bu't now, even the few poor belongings which it con-
tained lay tossed about in every direction.

[ Mr. Davis explained this by saying that it was the way
| Archie Dobbs had left things after the search made for
the will.

"I see," replied the old detective. "Now, Mr. Davis,
we are taking up this case rather la'te in the day, and I
must ask a few questions if I don't intrude upon your
time:"

f'Not at all," replied the lawyer, "but for whom are
you taking up the case, may I ask?"

"For me," replied the doctor.
"Oh! I see. Of course I can't permit you to examine

the books without an order from the surrbgate."
"Which I can easily obtain if it is necessary," said

Old King Brady.
"Very good," replied Davis. "Go ahead with your

questions. I will answer as well as I can, but. remember
I did not come here until it was all over."

"Who discovered the body?"
."Jim Dowd, the janitor."
"Did he inform the police?"
"Yes."
"What time of day was it?"
"Ten in the morning. Mr.. Dobbs was usually in his

office at eight. Finding that he did not appear, the
' janitor started in to investigate."

"And found?"
"The old gentleman in bed with a dagger in his.

heart."
"Undressed? Lying on the outside of the bed, or now?"
"He was fully dressed, and lying on the outside of the

bed."
"There must have been considerable blood flowing. I

see no traces of it, but then the bed clothes are gone."
"They were stained, I believe. They were removed by

the Coroner's order."
"How long did the doctor who was called say the man

had been dead?"
"For some hours."

- /"You don't know exactly?"
"No; I don't."

-s"The janitor reported the front door securely locked,
I presume?"

"I don't know. I suppose so. I really don't know
much about the matter."

Old King Brady walked to the window and looked
out.

There was a low extension roof behind the rear of one
of the buildings on Trinity Place.

With a ladder it would have been easy for a man to
have got up to the window from this roof.

Old King Brady noted the situation, and then turned
to Dr. Dobbs.

"Where stood the Chinese idol you spoke of?" he
added. "I see nothing of it here."

The doctor pointed to an elegantly inlaid ebony table,
the only really expensive object in the room.
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"It stood on that table when I saw it," he said.
"Was any such object found by those who first entered

here?" Old King Brady asked the lawyer.
"Not that I have heard of," was the, reply.
"Was the window here open or shut when the body

was discovered?"
"I don't know."
"We shall have to get hold of the police who first

visited here," said Old King Brady. "Meanwhile what
about that very evident secret panel at the back of that
closet."

"Hello," exclaimed Harry, who, following his usual
•custom, had remained quiet during this preliminary talk.
"I was wondering if you would catch on to that."

"I really fail to see how anyone could very well miss
it," replied the old detective.

"I confess I don't see it yet," said the doctor.
"I must also plead ignorance," added Davis.
"And yet it is plain enough," said Old King Brady.

•"Look here!"
He entered the closet, seized hold of a row of clothes

hooks, gave a sharp pull, and out swung the whole back
of the closet.

"Can't you both see," he added, "that the back of that
-closet stands at least two feet out from the party wall?
Now see what we have here!"

It was 'a ladder fitted into, the space behind the secret
panel. r

"Well, I am sure none of the other detective^ caught
on to that!" exclaimed Davis.

Truth, told, the panel was not so very evident. But the
Bradys have had to do with so many such arrangements
that they saw into this one at a glance.

"It must lead up under the roof," said Harry.
"The ladder, yes," replied the old detective. "Well, I

am glad we have struck something that the others
missed."

Just then someone called from the other office.
It proved to be a -man wanting Mr. Davis, and he

went to attend to him.
We must climb that ladder and investigate," said Old

King Brady, "but in the meantime let us finish up here.
There may be secret drawers in that table."

"It is evidently of Chinese workmanship," Alice re-
marked.

"No doubt of it, and a very expensive article," added
Harry. "I once priced a table like that in a store on
Pell street. The Chink only wanted two hundred dollars
for it. He said that was cheap."

"If you can believe him," added Old King Brady, be-
ginning to tumble the table about.

It contained one large drawer, which was empty.
Old King Brady turned the table upside down and

-showed that beneath was a closed-up space.
"There is certainly a secret drawer here. Give me a

few minutes, Doctor. We can break this to pieces, of
•course, but I think I can open it up without that if I
am given a little time." ^

"Take your time," replied the doctor. "I don't see
•where the hurry comes in."

Davis joined them then.
"Looking for secret drawers?" he demanded. "Your

methods are certainly a little more up to date than the
methods of those who preceded you."

He had scarcely finished his sentence before Old
King Brady had the drawer open.

Inside was a bunch of letters—nothing else.
They were addressed "Mr. Dobbs, No — Broadway,

New York," in a very cramped hand.
"That writing looks like a Chinaman's attempt at Eng-

lish," said Alice.
, "You are right," replied Old King Brady, taking one
of the letters out of the envelope. "This is in Chinese.
Here, Alice, your job."

Now, as it happens, Alice Montgomery can both read
and write Chinese.

Not only that,,but all the ordinary European languages
are at this gifted young woman's command.

The daughter, of a missionary, born and brought up
in China, Alice came to be mistress of the most difficult
language on earth.

"While Alice fackles the letters, I'll get up that lad-
der and see what's above," said Harry.

"Go," replied Old King Brady, adding:
"Certainly,. Doctor, we are finding plenty of work here

in spite of the failure of our predecessors."
"Quite so," replied the doctor. "There are detectives

and detectives, it seems."
Meanwhile Harry had ascended the ladder.
Now he could be heard calling down from above.
Old King Brady stepped into the closet, for he could

not catch what his partner was saying.
He found Harry looking down through a hatchway.
"Governor, come up!" he said. . "We are just getting

into business. There's a dead man up here!"

CHAPTER III.

OLD KING BRADY AND ALICE FIND A CLEW IN PELL STREET.

Old King Brady looked about the closet and said in a
quiet way:

"Excuse me, gentlemen, but there is a matter demand-
ing our attention at the top of that ladder. Alice, finish
with your letters, please.'-'

And Alice understood that she was not wanted over-
head just then.

Old King Brady climbed the ladder.
"I've got to watch the office," called Davis. "I shall

have to stay here."
"I'll go on and you can come later/' replied Dr.

Dobbs, and he started up the ladder after the old detec-
tive.

"Stoop or you'll knock your head," said Harry.
He stood stooping himself further along in a low

passage directly under the roof.
Old King Brady followed him to a side door, which

stood open.
"Now what made me say that the dead man was a col-

lector," he mut'tered.
The room into which he looked was small, but high

enough to enable Harry to stand upright.
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It was filled with all sorts of odd bric-a-brac.
But the thing which attracted Old King Brady's at-

tention as it had done Harry's, was the body of a
man which lay stretched upon the floor, face downward.

He wore only a suit of underclothes.
Blood was in evidence everywhere, as well it might be,

for there was a knife buried in the man's back.
But this was only part, and the rest we can hardly de-

scribe.
Enough to say that the man had been dead for many

days.
It was all the Bradys and Dr. Dobbs could do to stand

the foul odors which filled the little room.
"This is very serious!" cried Old King Brady, glancing

about.
The room had another door and one window, both

opening out upon the lower, or rear roof ^f the build-
ing.

Old King Bracly threw up the window and tried the
door.

It yielded readily. He saw that the lock had been
sawed out, the work evidently having been done from the
outside.

All hands stepped out upon the roof, glad to get the
fresh air for a moment.

"What kind of detectives have you got here in New
York that they should overlook such a thing as this?"
cried Dr. Dobbs. "I don't think there is any doubt
about that corpse having lain as we see it ever since
my brother's murder."

"It is indeed hard to understand how it can have been
overlooked," replied Old King Brady, "but such is evi-
dently the case, and the situation of this room accounts
for it."

He was right.
After a fire, which had taken place some years before,

the rear of the building had been cut down one story.
The back part of the front was covered with tin, and

there was a door leading in through it, but this rear room
was an entirely separate institution like a little house
built /on the lower roof.

Old King Brady tried this rear door, and found it
locked.

There was a standing ladder connecting the higher
roof.

Such was the situation discovered by the. Bradys.
Evidently the intruder had effected his entrance from

the roof.
That the police arid the detectives who had preceded

the Bradys should have overlooked all this seemed
strange indeed.

"Mr. Davis must be informed," said Old King Brady.
"Harry, you go tell him. Explain to Alice that she must
not come up."

Harry departed.
"I suppose your Coroner won't allow us to interfere

with that corpse," said Dr. Dobbs, "but I should like to
get a look at the face."

"By rights we ought not to move it," replied the old
detective. "But we must strain a point. I also am
curious to see what the man looks like, but let us wait
for the lawyer. In the meantime to take in the full sit-

uation. You see, Doctor, that your brother must have
been something of a collector. This room looks like a
Chinese curiosity shop. It was also used as a bedroom,
as the bed in the corner proves. Clearly that man was
in bed when the attack came."

"That seems 'to be a sort of workbench in the corner
there," remarked the doctor as they stood together look-
ing in at the door.

"And let us see what was doing," replied Old King
Brady, entering, for the fresh air had made the place
endurable now.

But it was hard to tell what work had been carried on
here.

There were various small tools scattered about the
bench.

One was a steel mould with queer little round cavitie^
in it.

There were several bottles containing chemicals.
Also a jar fitted with a white lustrous substance.
In a drawer which the doctor opened there were hun-

dreds of fisbuscales.
Mr. Davis and Harry now entered.
The lawyer was greatly excited over the discovery of

the detectives.
"Who can this fellow be?" he exclaimed after some

general talk.
"I'll raise the head and we will get a look at the

face,"- said the doctor.
He-wrapped a towel about his hands and raised the

head.
"Why, he''s a Chinaman.!" cried -Harry,, and such, in-

deed, was the case.
This only added to the mystery.
The man's clothes lay over a chair, and Old King

Brady searched the pockets, finding them practically
empty.

He also made a careful examination of the room, but
nothing came of that either.

"And now, Doctor, let us pull out," the old detective
said. "We have nothing to do with this business. But
one question before we leave. Where did the Chinese
idol you spoke of stand? I see nothing of the sort among
this collection of arms, vases and bric-a-brac."

"It stood upon that inlaid table downstairs," replied
the doctor.

"Can you describe it?"
"It was the sitting figure of a man with the legs folded

under him in Chniese style. The features were par-
ticularly ugly. I recall a very large nose."

"Of what was it made?"
"Of bronze as near as I recollect, at least it looked

like bronze."
"Have you seen anything like that around here?"

asked Old King Brady, turning to Mr. Davis.
But the lawyer declared that he had not.
"Are you going to notify the police of the discovery?"

he asked.
"I can if you- wish," replied the old detective, "but it

is all I shall do about it. I am working for Dr. Dobbs.
I don't propose to mix up in the police end of the case
at all."

They returned downstairs.
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"Now, Alice, a word with you," said Old King Brady,
and he took her to one side.

"Harry has explained his discovery," he said, "hut he
has not told you that the man turns out to he a Chinese."

"IndeedJ I am not surprised."
"About those letters, which I suppose gave you the

hint. They must either he left with Davis or given to
the police. What are they about?"

"They are very important, Mr. Brady. They relate to
the pearl business in which Mr. Dohba appears to have
had an interest. They are from three different China-
men, one in Boston, one in Chicago, and one in San
Francisco. Dobbs seems to have been selling them
pearls."

"Genuine pearls?"
"There is no hint that they are not genuine, but now

you speak of it, I think it very likely they are false, for
the prices are astonishingly low."

"We ought to have copies of the letters, but I suppose
we can refer to them any time."

"I have copied the names and addresses of the writ-
ers."

"By Jove, Alice, I believe that this pearl business is
the key to the whole case, and that the pearls are false
and were made upstairs. There is a workbench there, a
jar filled with a white lustrous substance which looks de-
cidedly pearly. There is also a drawer full of fish scales
of which fake pearls are made."

"And this is done most skillfully by the Chinese.
Really I should like to go upstairs and have a look."

"As you will. It is not a pleasant sight."
"But if there is a Chinese end to this case it is bound

to be my end, and I ought to know all there is to know."
"Very well. Go then, Harry, take Alice upstairs."
While they were gone Old King Brady spoke to Mr.

Davis about the letters, and told him frankly what their
substance was.

"Shall I take 'them to the police or will you keep
them?" he asked.

"I wish you would take charge of them," replied Mr.
Davis. "I am all upset by this discovery. I suppose we
shall have the place swarming with detectives again."

"I can't understand what my brother can have had
to do with pearls, real or false," remarked the doctor,
when upon the return of Harry and Alice they descended
to the street. "But then "I know so little of him that I
suppose I ought not to say it."

"There is one thing certain," replied the old detective,
"and that is that your brother must -have been pretty
well mixed up with the Chinese, which being the case,
puts an entirely new face on the affair. I look for in-
teresting developments, Dr. Dobbs, and I have no doubt
they will come."

Harry and the doctor now returned to the office, while
Old King Brady and Alice went to Police Headquarters
with their report.

As soon as they were clear of the doctor, Alice sprung
& surprise.

"I found something up there, Mr. Brady," she said.
"Look at this."

She produced a slip of red paper with Chinese char-
acters upon it.

"Where did you get it?" demanded the old detective.
"I didn't see anything like that!"

"It was in the trousers pocket."
"And I overlooked it! I am getting careless."
"It was there. Harry said you searched the pockets,

but I thought I would take a try at them."
"And what is it all about?"
"It reads: 1 am Ching Chop, of No. —, Pell street. If

I am killed and this is found, notify my father, Ching
Chop, Street of the Seven Willow Trees, Canton, China.' "

"Well! Evidently the fellow expected death. This
gives us a start. We must go to Pell street as soon as
we are through with the police."

Old King Brady cut it short at headquarters.
His announcement created considerable excitement.

He was urged to take hold of the case f or~the Police De-
partment, but he refused.

Nor did he go any further 'than to allow Alice.to trans-
late the Chinese Jetters. "

He expressed no opinion one way or the other as to
what the references to the pearl business meant, leaving
the police to work that out for themselves.

As soon as they were free he and Alice hurried down
to Pell street.

The number in question proved to be one of the oldest
of the Chinese tenements there.

A grocery store occupied the lower floor.
Above, the rooms swarmed with Chinese tenants.
Alice did the inquiring, and they were informed that

Ching Chop lived on the top floor in the rear.
They located the room and knocked on the door, but

received no answer.
An 'old Chinaman poked his head out of the door of the

room in front and Alice tackled him.
After a few minutes' conversation the man pulled in

his head and shut the door.
"What does he say?" demanded Old King Brady.
"That Ching Chop is away most of the time," replied

Alice. "He says that he hasn't seen him 'this three
weeks."

"Did you ask the man's business?"
"Yes. He says he doesn't know; that Ching Chop

travels a great deal."
"He is the dead man sure," said Old King Brady.
"It certainly looks so," replied Alice. "What are you

going to do?"
"Did that man know me?"
"Oh, yes."
"Then we will go in and see what we can find."
No one else put in an appearance in the hall.
The Chinese, while the most curious of all races, are

also the most timid.
The mere sight of a detective causes them to draw

into their shell.
Doubtless through peepholes Old King Brady was seen

by others, but the mere sight of his familiar figure was
enough to make the tenants on that floor keep within
doors.

With his skeleton keys Old King Brady opened the
door, and he and Alice shut themselves in the room.

It was the rear chamber of that floor and of good
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The place was fitted up as a bedroom, kitchen and
workshop combined.

Along one side of the wall was a small workbench, but
there were no tools and nothing to indicate what it had
been used for.

Old King Brady judged that Ching Chop had orig-
inally carried on business here, but had moved his
belongings to Mr. Dobbs's secret room.

A thorough search was made, and the one thing of in-
terest which turned up was another branch of Chinese let-
ters.

There were so many of them that Alice did not stop to
read any of them, but tied them in a parcel and took
them with her for future examination.

As she was doing this another slip of red paper was
found.

This she read, and it proved to be much like the one
found in the dead man's pocket.

"I am Ching Chop," it ran. "If I am found dead,
notify my father, Ching Chop, Street of 'the Seven Wil-
low Trees, Canton, China. I am the originator of the
secret process for making pearls which no man can dis-
tinguish from the real. For this I am much envied by
my enemy, and his name is Ping Pank, priest of the
secret Order of Ten. Avenge me, kind friends, for it
will be he who has taken my life!"

"Good!" cried Old King Brady, when Alice finished
reading this. "A clew at last!"

CHAPTER IV.

OLD KING BEADY KEEPS ON DISCOVERING THINGS.

That evening at the office, the Bradys discussed the
value of the clew found in Pell street.

The letters, which had been carefully examined by
Alice, offered no additional information of importance.

Few referred to the pearl business, and the references
there contained were of no value to the case.

It appeared that Ching Chop had been a working
jeweler in China, and that he -had followed the same
trade in San Francisco before coming to New York.

But above all this mass which took Alice so- long to
decipher rose the slip of red paper bearing the name of
Ping Pank.

This was definite—tangible.
But where to look for this priest of the Order of Ten

was the question.
The Bradys have friends enough in Chinatown to

whom they could and did apply, but nothing came of it.
Not a trace could they find of Ping Pank.
No such man appeared to have been ever heard of in

Chinatown. '
It was the same with the secret Order of the Ten.
It must have indeed been a secret order, for nobody

seemed to have ever heard of it.
Even old Tom Lee, head of the On Leong, Tong, and

generally known as the "Mayor of Chinatown," professed
utter ignorance.

Old King Brady even went so far as to show him the
paper.

Tom Lee gravely declared that it was a fake; that
there was no such order.

But this was by no means satisfactory to Old King
Brady.

He knew that if there existed any reason why Tom Lee
might benefit by holding back the information that he
would not hesitate to do so.

That evening the Dobbs murder case was revived
again, asd the papers were filled with the gruesome dis-
covery of the Bradys.

Three days passed, and no light was shed upon the
mystery.

On account of a Secret Service call the Bradys were
not able to put in the time on their Chinese case which
they would have wished.

But one thing the old detective did do, and that was
to institute a search for James Dowd, the janitor.

This task he put in Alice's hands, but she utterly failed
to accomplish anything.

No one seemed to know where the man lived, nor what
had become of Mm.

Meanwhile Dr. Dobbs had a run-in with Archie Dobbs,
his nephew.

From some remark made the doctor jumped at the
conclusion that Archie had found the will and destroyed
it.

The Bradys made several efforts to see the young man,
but failed.

Archie seemed to avoid them.
And so the case went during those three days.
On the morning of the fourth day Old King Brady

declared that they must take hold in earnest as the
Secret Service business had now bee-n cleaned up.

*I propose to find that janitor if it takes a leg," he
said. "You, Harry and Alice, take hold of the Chinese
end. I have an idea that the, old Chink we saw down
there on Pearl street may know something. Suppose
you two get down there and interview him."

"A better way will be for me to get into Chinese dis-
guise and see if I can hire Ching Chop's room," said
Alice. "That will give me a chance to find out what
is said of the man in the house. Of course everyone in
Chinatown knows that the man was found dead by the
Bradys. It will make them shy of us unless we disguise."'

"Anything," said the old detective. "I leave the mat-
ter entirely in your hands. As for me,. I'm going after
the. janitor."

And he went.
There was one thing which had not been tried in the

matter of the janitor, and that was to see the Tammany
Hall district leader, whose beat covered that section of
the First Ward.

This the old detective proposed to do now.
The man was one Dowlas, who kept a saloon on

Greenwich street.
To this saloon the old detective now went and found

his man.
Here he had even less trouble in getting what the

man knew out of him than he expected, for the saloon-
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keeper was one of those natural talkers who cannot keep
a still tongue, even if they try.

"Why, yes, Mr. Brady, I know Jim, Dowd well enough,"
he said. "A mighty slick article he is, too. I have been
wondering why no detective came to me about him. If
you want my opinion, he is more deeply mixed up in that
matter than is believed."

"Hello!" cried Old King Brady. "Do you consider
that he murdered his boss and that Chinaman then?"

Not at all. That's not the kind of man he is. Jim
was a timid fellow. He would never have had the cour-
age, even if he did have the inclination, but what I do
think is that he knew more about the business than he
let on. He was horribly scared while the detectives were
watching him, but as soon as they let up on that he
seemed to get the big head. He came in here often. He
was in the last day he was seen at the building, and
after he got a few drinks in he began talking large, and
telling about a new business he was going into, and how
there was big money in it. He evidently had something
up his sleeve. Among other things he told me that he
should probably go to Boston in a few days. I haven't
seen him since."

This, of course, was highly important.
Old King Brady began to question the saloonkeeper

further.
"How old a man is Dowd?" he asked.
"About thirty, I should say," was the reply.
"Married or single?"
/'He's a single man as far as J know."
"Have you any idea who his friends are? Can't you

tell me somebody who knew him well upon whom I could'
call for information?"

Dowlas declared that he could not, but just as Old
King Brady was about to give it up he let out some-
thing which changed the whole complexion of affairs.

'< "I'll tell you one thing," he said. "On the last day I
S&AV him he came in here drinking, as I said. He seemed
to have lots of money. This was about noon. Towards
five o'clock he looked in again, and stood around for a
few minutes,•

"Then there came in a low-sized man, very well dressed
who I had never seen before. He seemed to know Jim.
They shook hands and sat down a"t that table over in the
corner. Jim pulled a little paper out of his pocketbook,
and out of it took what looked to be a pearl, or mebbe it
was glass. I'll never tell you. At all events this feller
examined it very carefully, and then putting it back in
the paper, he put the whole business into hi's own pocket-
book, and handed Jim a fat wad. I wasn't going to tell
you this first off, for it is really none of my business, but
I suppose you might as well know."

Here came the pearl end of the question cropping out
again.

Old King Brady could regard this important clew only
one way, and that was that the janitor had found finished
fake pearls either in the office, in Mr. Dobbs's bedroom,
or in the room up on the roof, and that he had stolen
them, for what would a janitor be doing with big pearls?

It looked also as if Dowd had been able to sell his
pearls as genuine. ' !

But to whom?

Old King Brady tried his hand at the jewelry trade,
but he could not get a clew to the short, stout man, who
had been very accurately described by Dowlas.

Later in the afternoon he returned to the building
and had a conversation with Lawyer Davis.

He reasoned this way:
Men of Jim Dowd's stamp seldom go outside of their

own immediate acquaintances for information.
It looked much more reasonable to suppose that if

Dowd had stolen pearls that his first move would be to
try to find out whether they were genuine or not, and
that to do this he would apply to some person in the
building with, whom he was acquainted.

With this train of thought running through his head,
the old detective sat down at Mr. Davis's desk.

They talked a few minutes about the case, and then
the old detective said:

"Now look here, Mr. Davis, I have struck a new tack.
I am going after a man whom I am about to describe to
you. I have an idea that he may be a tenant in this
building. You know them all, I suppose?"

"Yes, I have met them all," replied Davis. "Let us
have the description. If the man you want is really in'
this building I shall recognize him."

Old King Brady repeated Dowlas's description of the
janitor's pearl purchasing friend.

"Why, that fits Detective Webb," exclaimed Davis.
"He has a little office-on the top floor, front. Do you
k,now him?"

"No. I presume he is one of the many hundred private
sleuths in New York. There are new ones cropping up
every day."

"According to Mr. Dobbs's books, he had been a
tenant here for several years."

"He is engaged by some private firm or some company,
I suppose. You feel that.I have described him pretty
well?"

"Very accurately."
"Was he engaged on this case at all?"
"No. He drifted in and out at the start, I am told.

He hasn't been here since I took hold, however."
"I must make an excuse to see him."
"Do you imagine that he had anything to do with the

murder ?"
"Oh, I don't say that, but I do think he holds in-

formation about Dowd, the janitor, which, it will pay me1

to get hold of if I can."
"You will find him a hard man to talk to, I am afraid."
Old King Brady sat silent for a few minutes.
"Look here," he said, "I have a scheme. Send for

Webb to call here if he is in and say to him what I tell
you. I will stand in the other room and take it all in."

"Not the least objection providing he will come," was
the reply.

When Old King Brady first called at the Dobbs offices
Mr. Davis was alone, but he now had a small clerk, whom
he despatched to the detective's office with the request
that Mr. Webb look in on him if he could spare the time.

Meanwhile Old King Brady instructed Davis to say
that he had heard in an indirect way that Mr. Webb was
an excellent judge of pearls, that he was looking for a
fine pearl for his wife, and thought he would ask if the
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detective could recommend him to someone who would
be able to supply him at a reasonable rate.

This was all very well as far as it went.
But when the clerk came back he announced that the

office was locked and there was nothing doing.
"Look here, Mr. Davis, can't we get in there?" de-

manded the old detective quickly. "Among that man's
papers I may be able to find just the clew I am looking
for."

"We certainly can," was the reply. "I have a dupli-
cate key to every office in the building."

"Then let us go."
"But suppose we are caught?"
"Leave it to me in that case."
Mr. Davis took down a bunch of keys from a nail,-and

they ascended to the top story in front.
"J. Webb, Detective," was the brief sign which was

painted on the glass door of a little office at the end of
the hall.

Old King Brady rapped several times on the door,
and receiving no response Mr. Davis proceeded to open it.

It was just a little five by nine room, with one desk
and two chairs.

Upon the floor lay several letters which had been
dropped through the door.

1 It was quite evident that Mr. Webb was- out of town.
Old King Brady picked up the letters and turned them

over.
"I wonder if you would throw a fit if I was to open

these, Mr. Davis?" he said.
"It is none of my business," was the reply, f'lt is a

case of detective against detective. Do as you please."
"Here is one in an envelope of the American House,

Boston," continued Old King Brady. "The writing would
seem to indicate an ignorant man. I'm thinking of the
janitor. Here goes."

He tore open the envelope and read as follows:

"Boston, , ..
"Mr. Webb:

"Dear Sir:—Are you comin i wrote you yesterday to
telephone me here but you haven't done it. The chink i
seen is here, i seen him on de street in Chinatown. Say
it was de same man surest thing. Say come on. i can't
do nothing alone. Say, i sold tree pearls dey are sure
de real g\3ods an' you are dead wrong, but i am willin'
to put de ting troo. Eespectfully your friend,

"J. DOWD."

"And what does all that mean?" demanded Mr. Davis.
"Much to me," replied Old King Brady. "I haven't

explained this part of the business to you yet, but I sup-
pose I may as well. Of course you will consider it strictly
confidential."

They talked the matter over.
"You are certainly right," declared Davis. "Dowd

knows more of this business than he has told. He has
made Webb his confidant, and the latter has gone to
Boston."

Old King Brady then tore open the other letters, three
in number.

Onlv one interested him.

It read as follows:

cVon Linden Eooms,
"Dear Webb:—I have had no report from you since

Thursday. Are you still working? I am most anxious.
Once more I tell you that, what we want is that Chinese
idol. Find it at any cost. Get me the papers which are
surely inside of it and my fortune is made. Yours will
come just as soon as I can turn myself afterward. Write
me when I can see you. Have called three times, but your
door is always locked. The necessity for haste will be
apparent when I tell you that an old hayseed of an
uncle of mine is in town and has chartered thei Brady
Detective Bureau to work up this case. This, as you
know, was my original suggestion "to you, but you would
have none of it. Now these Bradys get mixed up in the
business anyhow. I confess I wish it was not so. That
my father was killed by a Chinaman there is no doubt,
but what good would it do me to have that proved?
What I want is the will and the other paper I told you
about. Shake things up, for heaven's sake. Yours,

"A. DOBBS."

Mr. Davis opened his eyes when Old King Brady read
this letter.

"You are right, Mr. Brady!" he exclaimed. "Webb is
in this business with both feet. But what is this other
paper he speaks of, do you suppose?"

"It can be but one thing," replied Old King Brady,
"and that is a formula, for making fake pearls."

"And you really believe that?"
"I certainly do."
"What's your plfen?"
"I am going to Boston."
"The clews seem to point that way."
"That is what they do. Now, silence in this matter,

Mr. Davis; but I don't suppose I have to say it. You
can have no leaning to one side or the other."

"Absolutely none," replied the lawyer.
They closed up the office and went away, leaving De-

tective Webb minus a part of his mail.

CHAPTEE V.

OFF FOR BOSTON.

It was not destined that Harry and Alice should do
much work in New York's Chinatown in this case of the
Chinese idol.

The scene of action was to be transferred to Boston for
them as well as 'for their chief.

On their way to the house on Pell street where the
starting clew in this case was discovered, the detectives
stopped at the corner of Pell and Doyers street to look
at the Chinese newspaper, or bulletin, as some call it.

This is the dead brick wall on that corner upon which
is posted innumerable slips of red paper covered with
Chinese characters.

These are notices of society meetings, of goods just
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arrived from China and on sale, of men who are missing,
of articles lost and found, etc.

This so-called "'newspaper"' is one of the institutions
of Chinatown.

Both Harry and Alice were in Chinese dress, and were
consequently not to be distinguished from the little
crowd of Chinks which gathered about the wall study-
ing the notices and jabbering among themselves.

Harry looked up at the flytracks just as though he
could read them to cajry out the illusion of his ap-
pearance.

Alice, of course, did read them, but as there were very
many on the wall it was a wonder she did not miss the
one which was to so interest her when she came to it.

In a minute she touched Harry's arm as a signal to
move on, and they shuffled awa}7.

"You have struck something on the bulletin," re-
marked Hany. "I can read it in your face."

And no one could read Alice's face better.
The fact is,, Harry is deeply in love with this highly

accomplished partner of his.
It is easy to read the thoughts of those we love.
'"Yes," replied Alice, "there is a notice which appears

to have been freshly posted on the wrall there which cer-
tainly looks as if it might have something to do with the
case."

"What is it?"
"Just the Chinese figure ten; then follows Boston, and

then the date, day and hour, which is to-morrow night at
eleven o'clock."

"And you figure it out that the secret Order of Ten
propose to meet in Boston at that time."

"So it strikes me, Harry. What do you think?"
"It looks feasible, but as I can't read Chinese it is up

to you."
"I feel so sure of it that it seems to me we ought to

get right over there."
"We better consult the governor."
"Of course. But in the meantime don't let us engage

that room. I am certain he will say Boston."
They had yet to learn what excellent reasons Old King

Brady would have for saying Boston when they saw
him.

They went on to their destination, and Alice tackled
the old Chink in the front room.

She failed to get anything out of him of the least
importance.

He told her that Ching Chop had been a very silent,
reserved man, and that he was scarcely acquainted with
him.

He also informed Alice that the grocery man who
leased the whole house, had seized the dead Chink's ef-
fects, and had rented the room to a Chinaman and his
white wife.

Thus there would have been nothing doing in any case.
So Harry and Alice returned to the office and later

came Old King Brady with his fresh bunch of discoveries.
The old detective accepted Alice's theory of the notice

at once.
"There is no doubt there is something in it," he said.

"By all means go with me to Boston. I must get right
over there in the light of my discoveries, of course."

"How shall we go?" demanded Harry.
"Let us think. If there are any members of this secret

order in Xew York, and there must be or the notice
would not have been posted, they will probably be going
too. Chinamen are pretty apt to travel by the cheapest
route. I was going over on the five o'clock train, but
we can all go by the Fall River boat."

"Suppose Harry and I go as we are," suggested Alice.
"They were still in their Chinese disguises.

"Just what I was about to suggest," was the reply.
"You might find Chinks aboard, and by cultivating an
acquaintance, pick up some point about this supposed
meeting."

"Xot if they belong to the order," said Alice. "That
is not possible."

"Wait and see. It is not impossible. I have an idea it
will amount to something, our going this way."

"Settled anyhow," said Harry, and he started to tele-
phone for staterooms, which he was fortunate enough
to secure.

And so, when the big floating palace, the Puritan,
sailed that night the Bradys were on board.

It was understood that Harry and Alice should keep
apart from the old detective.

They took their places on the upper deck, and had a
little basket supper all to themselves shortly alter the
sailing of the boat, for in their Chinese disguises they did
not care to go to the table.

This done, they started to make the rounds of the
boat to see if by any chance there were Chinese passen-
gers on board.

And sure enough, Old King Brady was right.
On the deck on the port side they ran into two China-

men.
When Harry and Alice thus go together disguised as-

Chinamen the former always plays the dummy.
This, of course, is a matter of necessity.
Alice saluted the two Chinamen in the regulation

Chinese wray.
To her surprise they paid no attention, but barely

glancing at her, turned to each other and began talking
i between themselves.

But Alice persisted.
Stopping, she asked some question about Boston in

Chinese.
One of the pair, a man of unusual size for a China-

man, made some answer, whereupon Alice walked away.
| "What was it?" demanded Harry, when they were
, out of hearing.
i "He told me in broken Cantonese that he wi:.s a Man-
i clmrian, and could not speak my kind of Chinese/ ' re-

plied Alice.
•"Oh! Then there is nothing doing. Did you notice

their hands?"
"Xo, Harry. I can't say that I did par t icular ly . What

about their hands?"
"Well, I got a good view. On the lef t hand of each of

those fellows \vas a Chinese character tattooed.'5

"So? Strange that I didn't notice it. AVas it on the
back or on the palm?"

"On the palm."
"Well! We must have another look."
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"Suppose the character turns out to be Manchurian,
can you make anything of it?"

"I know some of those characters, but very few. I
know the Manchurian figures up to twenty, but not be-
yond that."

."I would not go back for a few aaimites. They may
suspect us. That big fellow looked pretty s&arp."

"So he did to me. We will make the round of the
boat and then return." %

They did so, meeting Old King Brady by the way, but
paying no attention to him.

After a little they passed the two Maaaehurians again,
who were still jabbering to each other.

They did not even look at Harry aaad Alice, but the
latter" took them in, and was fortunate enough to get
a look at the left palm of the big fellow.

"Well/you saw it?" demanded Harry when they had
again passed beyond hearing.

"Yes. Harry, it is very important. That sign tat-
tooed on the hand is the Manchurian character signifying
ten."

"Ah, ha! The Governor was right then. These men
are on their way to attend the meeting."

"It looks so. Did the other man have the same char-
•acter on his left hand?"

"So it seemed to me."
"I wish I could have seen."
"We might try again."
"No; not just now."
•"Were they talking in Manchurian?"
"As near as I could make out. Remember I don't

understand one word of 'Manehurian."
It seemed exasperating to have made such important

discoveries and not to be able to go any further.
But they were to make other discoveries before the

boat reached Fall River.
These, however, first came Old King Brady's way.
Later in the evening Harry and Alice found oppor-

tunity in a dark corner to communicate their own dis-
coveries to the old detective.

"It is as I thought. These men are surely on their
way to Boston to attend the secret meeting," Old King
Brady declared.

"Then all we have to do is to shadow them to locate
the house we want," replied Harry, "and the question is
how that can best be done."

"It is clearly your job."
"It seems so to me," said Alice. "But I can't talk to

{hem, and I don't want to excite their suspicions."
"How can you help it if you go to Chinatown where

they are going?" demanded Old King Brady. "How-
ever, I shall be right behind you in any case."

"Not in your present dress, I hope," protested Harry.
"That remains to be decided yet. There is nothing

the matter with my present dress. These Chinamen, I
am satisfied, never saw me before. I should recognize
that big fellow anywhere if I had ever laid eyes on him."

"The Governor is in one of his stubborn moods again,"
remarked Harry, as he and Alice pulled away. "He really
ought to disguise in a case like this."

But Old King Brady was accustomed to do as he

pleased, and on this occasion it pleased him to go to
bed about nine o'clock.

His stateroom was an inside one on the port side of the
big boat, on the upper deck.

Just as he started to enter it he ran into the two Man-
churians, who were coming out of the outside stateroom
next adjoining his.

As they were about to close the door the old detective
caught sight of a big parcel done up in brown paper
which stood on the washstand.

The door was closed too quickly for him to make out
anything else.

He entered his own stateroom and was almost un-
dressed when there came a rap on his door.

Old King Brady opened it on the crack.
"Who is there?" he demanded, for he could see no

One. . : , „ • . . , ; , ; • . » . <

"Alice," came the answer.
"Wait!"
Old King Brady closed the door, hurried on his clothes

and opened it again.
Alice stood without in her Chinese disguise.
"Slip in," said the old detective. "Quick! Those

two Chinks have the room next door."
"What!" breathed Alice. "Good luck!"
"What is it? Where is Harry?"
"I don't know. He left me for a few moments. I

was walking along by the guards and happened to hear
voices talking in Chinese behind one of the lifeboats.
It was that pair, Mr. Brady. If they speak Manchurian
they also speak Cantonese, our kind of Chinese, for that
is what they were talking then, and what do you suppose
they were saying?"

"Give it up. They were here just a minute ago."
"They were talking about a Chinese idol which they

called their 'luck god,' as near as I can put it in English.
I j^dge they have it with them, and are taking it to the
meeting."

"You don't say! There is a big brown paper parcel
standing on the washstand in the next stateroom. Per-
haps that is it. Did they say anything more? Anything
as to bow they came by this, luck god?"

f'No. One of them caught sight of me, and I had to
move on. That is all I heard. I thought I ought to tell
you at once, that perhaps you would want to put the
matter up to the boat officers and search the stateroom."

"By Jove, Alice, I believe I will risk it to do my own
searching without putting it up to anyone; but the *
trouble is we should not be able to recognize this Chinese
idol even if we saw it."

"Dr. Dobbs's description was certainly very vague."
"That is the trouble. But let us think. Among other

things the doctor said that the image had a particularly
big nose, did he not?"

"Yes."
"Wait. I am resolved to make the attempt. My

skeleton keys will easily open that stateroom door, and
located as we are down this alley there isn't one chance
in a hundred that I shall be discovered. Yes, I am
going to make the try. Stand back out' of the way so-
that you can't be seen. Hold the door open on the catch
so that I can slip right in again."
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Old King Brady produced his skeleton keys, but be-
fore he could make another- move there came a sharp
knock on the door.

"Confound the luck! What now?" muttered the old
detective. "Am I to be jacked up for breaking and en-
tering before I begin."

CHAPTER VI.

THE BRADYS STEAL THE CHINESE IDOL.

The knocker proved to be only Harry.
''Governor, I can't find Alice anywhere," he whispered

as the old detective opened the door on the crack.
"She is in here," was the reply. "Slide in."
Harry entered.
The situation was explained to him.
"Don't you think we better put it up to the steward

or the purser, or somebody?" asked Harry.
"No," replied Old King Brady stubbornly. "I am re-

solved to put the thing through myself. Stay here with
Alice. I'm going to do it now."

Old King Brady slipped out.
In less than two minutes he slipped in again carrying

the big paper parcel which he had seen in the other state-
room.

"It is as, heavy as lead," he whispered. "Upon my
word I believe we have captured the idol."

"Untie it. Let us see," said Harry eagerly.
"No, but wait. Let us study the way it is wrapped in

case we want to wrap it up again. It won't take a min-
ute."

The old detective made his study.
So accurate is his eye in such matters that he could

have perfectly restored the wrappers if it came to that.
Then he removed them.
It was as they anticipated.
Inside was a strip of red Chinese cloth, but when« this

was removed there, sure enough, was an ugly image of a
squatting man with an amazingly large head.

"Looks like the genuine article," remarked Htrry.
"It, does indeed!" replied the old detective. "I only

wish we had Dr. Dobbs here to identify it. Where does
the thing open, then? It is evidently hollow."

He struck on the bronze with a coin, and the hollow
ring '-was distinctly heard.

"We want to be quick if we mean to restore it," said
Alice. "Perhaps the head unscrews."

"That is just what I imagine," replied the old de-
tective.

The head did not, but the right arm, which was de-
tached from the body, did, leaving an opening big
enough to admit a small man's hand.

Both'the Bradys' hands were too big, but Alice man-
aged to get her hand into the opening.

"I've got the paper!" she cried.
"GoodP said Old King Brady. "We win. We can

put the old thing back again now!"
Alice withdrew her hand and held the paper up to the

. electric light.
Upon it was written in English:

"This is the luck god Jing Fow. It is the property of
John Frazer Dobbs, of New York "City."

"Bother!" cried Alice. "We don't win as much as
we thought we did after all."

"Come again," said Old King Brady. "Perhaps there
is something else inside there."

But there was nothing that Alice could discover.
Old King Brady flashed his electric light inside, but he

could see nothing.
Half an hour was spent in studying the idol in every

part.
The head seemed solid.
The other arm formed part of the figure itself, and

even if it was hollow it was impossible to reach inside
of it, so it was ha/d to imagine that any papers could
be concealed in there.

The Bradys were greatly disgusted.
"^Wliat do we do? Put it back?" demanded Harry.
"Not at all," replied Old King Brady. "This Chinese

idol will serve as a most beautiful bait. If these two
Chinks really want it we can perhaps worm something of
the truth out of them in exchange for the image. My
theory is that the real motive for the double murder
was to obtain the secret formula for manufacturing
these fishscale pearls. Perhaps these men opened the idol
and took out both the formula and the will. Perhaps
somebody else did it for them, and they are merely doing
the expressman act in taking the idol to Boston. At
all events we will hold on to the thing and see how the
cat jumps'. Before giving up altogether, I propose to
smash the idol. We may not know' all its secrets yet."

"Well enough reasoned," replied Harry, "but how
about keeping it to-night?" *

"Inasmuch as we have stolen the thing we may as well
do it. Now to tie it up in some way in which it will
not be recognized, even by our two Chinks next door."

Thfs was easily arranged. '
As the idol had been tied up before the cloth on the

inside and the paper outside was pressed about it in such
a way as to give the paper some resemblance to the
human form.

Old King Brady went down on the majn deck and
tackled the steward, with whom he was acquainted, and
from him got a square box of sufficient size to hold the
idol, in which he placed it, and nailed on the cover.

The box was then concealed under the lower berth.
"And now," said Old King Brady, "you and Alice have

done your Chinese work, Harry, and what is more, you
have done it well. In the morning you will drop your
disguises. Harry, you will stay here with me to-night in
case of trouble. You, Alice, better get to your stateroom
now." »

But before Alice had a chance to make a move they
heard a shuffle of feet outside, and a key was fitted into
the door of the next stateroom.

"Hark!" breathed Old King Brady. "Now for an ex-
plosion!"

It came!
A minute later there was the greatest jabbering ever.
It could be plaintly heard on account of the open fret-

work at the top of the partition, designed to admit air
to the inside stateroom—the one occupied by the Bradys.
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"Manchurian or Chinese?" whispered Harry.
"Hush! Not a sound!" breathed Old King Brady.
The racket continued for several minutes, and then

the two men could be heard moving away.
"They are going to enter a complaint," whispered the

old detective. "Now, Harry, you get into bed as quick as
possible, and hide your Chinese clothes. Give me your
stateroom key. I'll see Alice safe to her room while
there. is a chance. I'll bring your dress suit case back
with me. If the assistant steward or anyone comes here,
you are sound asleep: Now, Alice,! Slide along ahead of
me. Don't lose a moment in getting under cover."

Alice's stateroom, like Harry's, was on the starboard
side, and Old King Brady saw her safely inside; they saw
nothing of the two Chinamen -on the way.

Old King Brady entered with her .and closed the door.
"Just a moment," he said. "What were those two

Chinks saying in there? Could you make out?"
"Every word. They spoke in Cantonese. They think

Harry and I have stolen the idol. They went to the
purser to complain."

"Well! well! That's bad! Some petty officer may
strike in here any minute."

"What shall I do? Change?"
"No. Get Into bed. I'll watch. You see, you bought

tickets under Chinese names, and are so entered on the
purser's list. That's where the trouble comes in. But
I'll stand by and make myself known, and explain that
you are a Chinese assistant of mine if it comes to a
pinch."

Old King Brady got outside and waited a long time, but
there was nothing doing.

If the two Chinamen actually did complain their story
must have been doubted.

And this can be easily imagined, for there is not one
man in a hundred who can be induced to treat a China;
man like a human being.

At last Old King Brady gave it up, and securing
Harry's dress suit case, returned to his own stateroom.

There "was a light burning in the Chinamen's room.
Knocking- lightly, Harry admitted him.
"Well," whispered the old detective, "they are in there

it seems."
"Yes, they have been in there for some time," replied

Harry. "They seem to have quieted down. There has
scarcely been a sound."

"I suppose the room steward, purser, or whoever they
complained to would not understand them, would not
be bothered; or perhaps they don't speak English enough
to make themselves understood."

And thus the Bradys slipped out of their burglarious
raid in great shape.

But the question was how to get the box ashore and
on board the train.

Old King Brady wrapped it in paper and tied it with
a stout cord different in appearance from the one it had
been tied with before.

At four o'clock next morning when the boat reached
Fall River, Harry was stirring.

He hastily dressed and went downstairs to watch the
passengers go off the boat.

Early as he was, the two Chinamen were already on
hand, and a petty officer stood with .them.

Here was trouble in anticipation.
Harry hurried back to the stateroom and reported.
"Easy fixed," said Old King Brady. "Tell Johnson to

come to me if he is on duty, as he usually is in the
morning."

This man was one of the colored attendants in the
cabin.

Both Old King Brady and Harry knew the fellow
well enough, as they often travel by the Fall River line.

Harry found the man at his post, and informed him
that Old King Brady wanted to see him in No. 232.

The result was that Jim Johnson carried out the box,
after engaging parlor car chairs for the detectives, and
placed it in the hands of the conductor.

Harry, who was on the watch, had the satisfaction of
seeing him pass the two Chinamen, and not a word said.

And that ended it.
Harry continued to watch until the "Boat Train,"' as

the first Boston train is called, started, but the two
Chinamen did not come aboard.

Doubtless they intended to watch the second train to
see if anvone left the boat carrying the Chinese idol.

CHAPTER VII.

STARTING IN AGAIN AT THE HOTEL BRISTOL.

The Bradys reached Boston in due time, and instead of
going to Young's Hotel, their usual stopping place, they
took a cab and drove to the old American House, on
TIanover street, from which address Dowd, the janitor,
had written.

Here they registered under their own names, for Old
King Brady was still determined to make no secrecy of
their connection with the case.

"It is no use," he said. "Archie Dobbs knows it, and
this man Webb knows it. As for the Chinks, every moth-
er's son of them in New York Chinatown knows it, so
why waste time in disguises?"

So Old King Brady talked that day.
He was in one of his stubborn moods over his trade-

mark clothes, as Harry likes to call them.
Once established at the hotel, and breakfast over, Old

King Brady went to the office and interviewed the man-
ager, whom he knew, on the subject of Janitor Dowd.

"That party left yesterday," said the manager. "There
was a,^ New York detective named Webb with him. It
was about time Dowd did leave. He was drunk all the
while, and he carried so much money and displayed it so
recklessly that I feared for his life."

As the manager had no idea where Webb and Dowd
had gone, the Bradys once more found themselves at sea.

"Get down around Chinatown, you and Alice," the old
detective said when he returned to the room. "I would
not disguise. Just cover the ground in a general way
and see what you can pick up. Meanwhile I'll get around
among the jewelry trade and talk pearls."
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"You don't propose to try to locate the Order of the
Ton then?" questioned Harry.

"I don't see how we are going to do it. Do you,
Alice ?"

"It will be difficult. Lei me offer a suggestion."
"A dozen if you wish."
"Suppose Harry and I call upon Dobbs's Chinese pearl

correspondent. The one who wrote the letter from Bos-
ton. What's the name again?"

"His name is Sing Lung. He has an address on Ox-
ford Place. Yes, that may be a good idea. How will
you go? Looking for pearls?"

"That depends upon what sort of person this Sing
Lung turns out to be."

"Go, and success attend you. I go on the still hunt
for Dowd."

Down on Washington street, near Winter, up one flight
and at the end of a dark hall, was then located the prin-
cipal buyer of pearls in Boston.

As we do not care to give his name, we shall call this
man Schmidt. He went out of business long since.

Old King Brady had been up against him several
times in cases where stolen jewelry was involved. And
for Schmidt's place the old detective headed, fortunately
finding his man in.

The pearl dealer was one of those direct characters
with whom it would have been a decided mistake to beat
about the bush.

So Old King Brady went at him in a different way.
He referred to the Dobbs murder case, of which the

man had heard, and then told of Harry's discovery of the
dead Chinaman.

"And this man turns out to be one Ching Chop," he
added. "It appears that he possessed a secret of making
fish scale pearls, which have deceived the most expert.
Old Dobbs seems to have been mixed up in the business
in some way which is not quite clear. Now, friend
Schmidt, what do you know about these fake pearls?"

Schmidt gave a contemptuous sniff.
"Brady," he replied, "vy you come to me? I deal only

in de generwine article, sir. No man living could sell
me a fish scale pearl."

This was said with a ludicrous air of contempt for
fish scale pearls in general, and for those put out by the
late Ching -Chop in particular.

But Old King Brady was prepared for this sort of a
reception.

He knew that fish scale pearls were no new discovery.
For many years pearls manufactured from fish scales

have been on the American market, and in spite of Mr.
Schmidt's sweeping assertion, some of them are extreme-
ly difficult to tell from the real thing.

"Let me finish, Schmidt," continued the old detective.
"These people had a Boston agent, a Chinaman whom
we are most anxious to locate. It is understood that he
placed many of these pearls on this market, but whether
he sold them for what they were or not I do not know.
His name is Sing Lung.''

The instant Old King Brady said Chinaman he saw
that he had hit the little man hard.

Schmidt began to sit up and pay attention.
'•'Vat!'" lie cried. "A Chinese man—huh! Yell!"

"You know him?" demanded Old King Brady.
"Listen!" cried Schmidt. "I vas an honest man; same

time I cannot afford a pig loss, for I vas also a poor man,
yes! If I talk mit you man to man, Mr. Brady, you keeps
your mout shut—:huh?"

"As tight as if it was sealed with wax, Schmidt. I
have all I can do to attend to my own business without
interfering with yours. You have been buying some of
those pearls."

Schmidt laid his left forefinger alongside his nose.
"Listen!" he said. "I did buy seven pearls of a China-

man, von at a time. He swear he did get dem by his
brudder, who vas a fisherman in China. But sure dey
were no fakes, for I sold efery von, und I am de best
judge of pearls in Boston—yes."

"Do you know this Chinaman's name?" ,
"No. Vot's de use? I calls him John. He sells de

pearls cheap. I pay cash. Dot's all dere vas to it—yes."
"I wish that you had some of these pearls to show me,"

said Old King Brady. "You are sure they are all sold."
"Efery von sold—yes. If de feller comes again I vill

look owit sharp. Dot's all I can do i'er you now. But
sure dose pearls vas generwine, Mr. Brady, for I vas
de best judge in Boston."

And then Old King Brady hit this very frank expert
again.

He went on to give a description of Janitor Dowd ac-
cording to that which he had received through Saloon-
keeper Dowlas.

"Have you bought any- pearls of a man who fills that
bill?" he asked, "within a few days, I moan?"

Schmidt grew more troubled than ever.
"Veil, I vill tell you de truth. I did seen dot feller

in here yesterday, und vonce before," he said.
"And you bought pearls of him?"
"I did, both times, but just so sure as I am a human

being, Mr. Brady, dose vas generwine pearls."
"You have them?"
"Yes. I haf dem both. You shall see dem. I nefer

make mistakes,."
And he produced two pearls of considerable size.
Old King Brady did not ask what story had been put

up, nor what he paid for the pearls.
Nor did he make any comment on them, for a pearl is

a very difficult thing to decide about, and he considered
himself no judge when even the most expert jewelers are
at times deceived.

But, of course, he could not consider these genuine
pearls in the light of what he knew.

Schmidt did not know Dowd's address, nor had the
janitor given his name.

Clearly Mr. Schmidt was in the habit of buying stray
pearls from strangers.

It was enough for Old King Brady to have proved that
Dowd was really in Boston selling pearls which at least
passed as genuine among the jewelry trade.

The old detective now kept on along Washington street
as far as Beach.

Here he turned down into Chinatown.
Though much smaller than New York's Chinatown,

Boston's little colony presents a far more picturesque
appearance.
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\ Here many of the houses on Beach street, Harrison
\avenue, Essex street, Oxford place, and other alleys have
been altered over and present a strongly Oriental appear-
ance.

There are broad balconies in front of each story; these
are hung with Chinese lanterns, which at night are
lighted up. Queer shops are to be found on the ground
floors of the building and up the alleys.

It looks like a bit of old China dropped down in this
corner of Boston.

As Old King Brady hoped might be the case, he ran
into Harry and Alice on Essex street.

"Well, what luck?" he demanded.
"Nothing doing," replied Harry. "We found that fel-

low Sing Lung, but he positively refused to talk. He de-
clared that he never heard of Ching Chop, and did not
deal in pearls."

"So? Let us walk on, we are attracting attention, per-
haps."

"How can we help it?" growled Harry.
"With me along, you would add."
"Well!"
"You are determined that I shall disguise in this

case, Harry, and I am equally determined not to do so.
Let us cut that out. Come with me to the Hotel Beach."

"And why there?"
"Because I am going to engage rooms there."
"Oh, I see. You have some new scheme up your

sleeve."
"I have. Interesting as Boston always is to me, I

don't propose to stay here more than a month. What I
do propose is to bring matters to a head at once."'

The Hotel Bea-ch is located on the edge of Chinatown.
Certainly it cannot be called a first-class establishment.
Indeed, it is barely a respectable one when you come

down to a fine point.
But its location was what appealed to Old King Brady,

and when he stated that he had decided to take up his
quarters there he meant just what he said.

As they walked on he told of his visit to Schmidt.
"Did he describe his Chinaman?" demanded Alice.
"He gave a very close description of the man," replied

Old King Brady, and he repeated it.
"That certainly fills the bill," said Harry. "The man

can be no one else than Sing Lung. But what are you
going to do about it?"

"Nothing," replied the old detective. x"What we want
is the murderer of old Dobbs and Ching Chop, for I am
satisfied that he, if anyone, has the missing will."

"And your plan?"
"First, to locate at the Hotel Beach. Second, to ad-

vertise on the Chinese Bulletin here that we have a Chin-
ese idol which was found on the Fall Eiver boat."

"Great Scott, Governor, you risk all our lives!"
"Perhaps. We shall have to take the risk, however,

for that is what I propose to do. Third, I propose to
receive the assistance of that very excellent Chinese de-
tective, Billy Charles."

"I have heard of that man," said Harry, "but none of
us have ever met him, I believe. What put that idea
into your head?"

The Chief of Police here recommended him to me most

highly last time we had a case in Boston. He wanted me
to give him a trial next time I had a Chinese case, and I
promised that I would. If we receive any answers to our
Chinese advertisement he shall see and judge of such
Chinamen as may wait on us."

"I hate to turn the case over into the hands of a
stranger," said" Harry, "and that is practically what
your plan will amount to."

"Not at all. On the contrary, I propose to keep the
case under full control. But we dp not know this China-
town as we do New York's and San Francisco's Chinese
colonies. We need local help."

And when Old King Brady's foot goes down that is
final.

The Bradys went'to the Hotel Beach.
Here they secured t^iree of the best rooms in the house.
They took immediate possession and Alic& wrote out an

advertisement to the effect that a Chinese idol had been
found on board the Fall Eiver boat. That it could be
seen by applying to Old King Brady, detective, at the
Hotel Beach.

Harry then went to the American House, with instruc-
tions to bring away their belongings, including the idol.

On the way he pasted the red slip on the Chinese bul-
letin.

Old King Brady started for Police Headquarters to
look up Billy Charles, while Alice remained at the hotel.

An hour later all were together again at the Hotel
Beach.

Old King Brady came in last in the company of the
tallest and in every way the most athletic-looking China-
man Harry had ever seen.

The man looked like a full-blooded Chinese, but actu-
ally he was only a halfbreed, his mother being a French-
Canadian.

Harry and Alice introduced, Old .King Brady said:
"And now what about the Chinese idol? Have you

unpacked it, Harry ?'l
"Yes, and I have set/it up in the middle room," replied

Harry. "Does Mr. Charles want to see it?"
*Yes, let us all have a look at it," replied the old de-

tective, throwing open the door.
Billy Charles surveyed the idol curiously.
"He's a queer-looking guy," he remarked. "Really,

Mr. Brady, I know very little about these things. You
see, I was born in Canada and nay father took so little
interest in religious matters that he never took the trouble
to educate me in that line. I daresay Miss Montgomery
knows more than I do."

"Well, I admit knowing something about the differ-
ent Chinese idols," said Alice, "but I never saw an image
like this. Do you think you can help us? That is the
point."

"I know every Chink in Boston," replied Charles, "but
when it comes to your secret societies, there are so many
little ones that no man can keep the run of them. I
never heard of this Order of the Ten. How should I?
There probably are only ten members and they keep their
secrets close. It is a new one on me. But what I can
do is to stand by when these fellows who want the idol
call. Perhaps I may find that I have some pull with
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them. When it comes to the secret dens of our little
Chinatown, I think I know all about them."

"And about this Ping Pank?" questioned Harry.
"Never heard of him," replied Charles. "The name

may be a false one. If it is the true name then Ping
Pank certainly is not a Boston man."

"We must take it as it comes," said Old King Brady.
"Meanwhile you dine with us, Charles. We will wait for
three o'clock and see what it brings."

It brought at least one caller.
For the hands of Old King Brady's watch had no

sooner marked the hour of three than there came a knock
on the door and a bellboy announced that there was a
Chinaman wanting to see Old King Brady waiting down-
stairs.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE VANISHING OF JIXG FOW.

Billy Charles went into the third room of the suite
and partially closed the door.

The Bradys then awaited the coming of the China-
man, who had been notified that they would receive
him.

Presently there was a timid knock, and when Harry
opened the door in walked a meek, little Chink, who
looked about him in a hesitating sort of way.

"You Ole Kling Blady?" he asked.
"That's me," replied the old detective. "What do you

want?"
"Me no speakee good Inglees. Me want to see him lit-

tle god. You putee plaper on wall—yair?"
"Talk to him, Alice," said Old King Brady.
It always comes as an immense surprise to Chinamen

when they find out that Alice can speak their language.
The little man jabbered away at a great rate.
"He says," explained Alice, "that he doesn't know

anything about the idol. He is only acting for a friend."
And as she spoke Alice made a sign which meanL "I

cannot get anything out of the man."
"Show him the idol," said the old detective.
Alice took the Chink into the middle room, where not

only could he see the idol, but Billy Charles could see
him.

The little man looked the image over curiously.
Then, turning to Old King Brady, he said:
"Him no good. Dlat no whatee my fiend wantee.

No!"
"All right," replied the old detective. "No harm

done."
The Chinaman shuffled to the door.
"Good day!" he said
"Goodby, John!" replied Old King Brady, carelessly,

and out the Itttle man went.
Billy Charles instantly entered the room.
"I should shadow him," he said. "That fellow keeps

an opium joint on Oxford place. He is a bad man."
"Go on!" replied the old detective. "You have the

description of the two men who had the idol. See if he
joins them."

Exit Billy Charles. . /
"Pick up anything, Alice?" inquired Harry. /
"Not a thing." replied Alice. "All the same I believe

the man just came here as a spy."
"Not,a doubt of it," replied the old detective.
"But there was no tattooing on the hand," said Harry.

"He can't belong to the order."
"Perhaps they are not all tattooed," suggested Old

King Brady. "However, this is only the start. There
are more to come, no doubt."

There was.
The Bradys were soon to learn that they had to deal

with a shrewder proposition than they supposed.
In about half an hour a letter was handed in by one of

the hotel bellhops.
It was addressed: "Old King Brady, Hotel Beach," in'

a full, round hand.
The old detective tore open the envelope, asking, as

he did so, who had brought the letter.
"It was left by a Chinaman, sir," replied the boy.
"I should say it must have been," said Old King Brady,

as he opened the enclosure.
The letter proved to be a strip of white paper, cov-

ered with Chinese characters.
Old King Brady handed it over to Alice, who read as

follows:\

"I want Old King Brady and the miss to come to No.
10 Oxford place right away. I have made - an impor-
tant discovery. Charles."

"There!" exclaimed the old detective. "That fellow
seems to be all right. He starts in well, at all events.
Come, Alice; let us go."

''And I am to stay and watch the idol," added Harry.
"Exactly, and see that you watch it well, sir," said

Alice. "These Chinese gods are not quite so slow as you
may think.- Don't let this one get the best of you now."

"This is the luck god Jing Fow," laughed Harry. "Per-
haps if I can get a private interview with him he may
bring me a bit of good luck. We shall see."

"Come, come, Alice!" cried tlie 'old detective, impa-
tiently. "We must be going."

They went.
Harry lit a cigar and sat down in the middle Toom to

read the paper.
He had not been ten minutes at it when there was a

loud yelling in the hall outside.
Again it was repeated, and still again.
Harry jumped up, ran through to the outer room and

out into the hall, for Old King Brady had locked the
door of the middle room and carried away the key.

Upon the floor lay a Chinaman writhing in a fit and
yelling for all he was worth.

Others came running up, including the*clerk from the
office.

Nobody seemed to know the Chink, nor to know how
he got there.

While they were talking, the Chinaman having now
quieted down, it suddenly occurred to Harry that he was
not only butting into what was none of his business, but
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had left the little luck god to look out for him-
self. \

He darted back into the middle room, only to find the
fear which had come upon him realized.

The window stood wide open. The Chinese idol had
disappeared!"

"'Great Scott!" gasped Harry. "I'm the goat!"
Beneath the window Avas the roof of a stable on the side

street.
It was no trouble at all to get in and out.
Young King Brady clapped on his hat and went down-

stairs flying.
The fit-throwing Chinaman had come to his senses

now.
But Harry did not stop to hear what he was saying;

the way he got around to that stable was a caution.
All no use!
He could find no Chinaman.
The men in the stable had seen .none.
Thoroughly called down, Harry got back to the rooms.
"That's one on me, and a great/ big one," he growled.
It was a long time since he had allowed anything to

trouble him so. •
The worst was to have to confess to Old King Brady.
But the old detective was to come back with a calldown

of his own.
In about half an hour he and Alice returned.
"Well?" demanded Harry.
"Oh, don't talk to me!" snapped Old King Brady.

"I've been played for a fool. Charles wasn't there. Alice
and I went all over the house and couldn't find the fellow.
Talk about your New York tenements" being crowded';
Why, this one was simply packed. I nevqr saw the equal."

"It is part of a plot," said Harry, meaningly.
"Part!" cried the old detective. "What do you mean?

I sincerely hope there is no more of it, then."
Harry threw up his .Jiands, despairingly. "Sorry to

say there is, then!" he exclaimed. "If you're a goaf, I'm
a worse one."

"Come!" cried Alice. "You don't mean to say you
have let them get the Chinese idol away from you,
Harry?"

"Even that!"
Old King Brady sat down, and for fully a minute no

one spoke.
"Well, well, well!" exclaimed the old detective then.

"This is certainly interesting. If we were a bunch of
school children playing detective it couldn't be worse.
Explain."

Harry explained.
"I haven't got a word of excuse to offer," he said.

"Keally, Governor, you ought to take my shield away."
"We have all made a great, big mistake, Harry," said

the old detective, more mildly, after a few moments. "Let
us say no more about it. All we can do now is to wait
for Charles. After all, I am the most to blame.?'

"Well, I'm sure it is very good of you, Governor, to
take all my sins upon your own shoulders, but I can't ex-
cuse myself in the least."

"No, but you don't understand. Harry, we ought to
have broken that idol and made sure that the will was

not inside. I came back resolved to do it at once and take
no further chances. Now it is too late."

"Probably you would have changed your mind, for to
do so would have spoiled all your plans."

They dropped the subject then, for the Bradys are
never the ones to keep threshing out old straw.

"What shall we do now?" demanded Alice at last.
"Wait awhile for Charles," replied the old detective.

"I don't see what else we can do. I only hope this very
slick bunch of Chinks haven't captured him, as well as
the luck god." ,

It was over an hour before Charles returned.
"Any luck?" demanded Old King Brady.
The Chinese detective shook his head.
"This is the time they got the best of me," he said.

"I followed that fellow all the way out to Dorchester
and there I lost him. I feel quite ashamed of myself.
He turned a corner, and I got around a minute later, but
he was gone. Couldn't make out where he went."

"Did he know that you were after him, think?" de-
manded Old King Brady.

"Oh, I think so," was the reply. "He knows me by
sight well.enough."

Secretly Old King Brady did not think much of Billy
Charles's methods of shadowing, but it was a poor time
to call him down wfyen they had a confession of their
own to make.

To spare Harry Alice made it.
Charles listened with open-eyed astonishment.
"And do you really mean to say that they have cap-

tured the idol!" he cried.
"That's what they have," ansAvered Harry.
Old King Brady handed Charles the letter.
"Of course, you never wrote that?" he said.
""Never! But Avait! That's pretty good English writ-

ing for a Chink. I mean the address on the envelope."
"It is, indeed." .
"You went there?"
"Yes."
"How did they get the idol?"
Harry explained.
"A slick trick," said Charles.
"Particularly so," replied Old King Brady; "but you

were going to say something about that writing."
"Only that it seems to me I have seen it before. There

were some forged orders for goods put out here in China-
town last spring. I had something to do with the case,
which did not come to anything. Let me see."

Charles, who was in full American dress, drew out a
big pocketbook and ^fumbled among some papers.

At last he selected one, Avhich proved to be an order
on a large grocery house for twenty boxes of soap, writ-
ten in English and signed by a Chinese name.

"What do you think of that, Mr. Brady?" he demand-
ed. "The writing, I mean."

Old King Brady carefully studied the paper and com-
pared it with the address on his envelope.

"I think it is the same hand," he said. "The letters
are certainly similarly formed."

"Then I believe I have an idea. Will you give n?e a
few hours to work it up in ?"

"Certainly. But what is your idea?"
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Charles, however, was not telling.
"Oh, I'll keep that to myself," he said. "Listen! I

am going out now. I shall put on Chinese clothes. You
say one of those two men you saw on the boat was about
my size?"

"Much such a looking man as you are."
"That gives me an idea."
"Two ideas?"
"Yes."
"Well!"
"I may write you again. If I do I'll put the Chinese

sign for ten on the cc-naer of the envelope."
"Write in English.'1

"Very good. If I send for you will vou come?"
"Yes."
"Then I am off."
Charles hurried away.

- "Do you trust that fellow thoroughly, Governor?" de-
manded Harry.

"The chief of police assures me that he is to be trust-
ed," was the reply.

"I wish I could have shadowed him. He certainly does
look very much like that man we saw on the boat, doesn't
he. Alice?"

"There is a strong resemblance," replied Alice. "If
I could only see him in Chinese dress I could tell bet-
ter."

"Well, I feel as if I did not know anything after what
has happened/' said Old King Brady; "but for the pres-
ent I shall certainly continue to trust Billy Charles."

CHAPTER IX.

IN TROUBLE AGAIN".

The remainder of the afternoon passed without event.
Nobody else came inquiring for the Chinese idol.
Billy Charles did not return.
But shortly after supper a letter was handed in which

bore the Chinese sign for ten on the envelope.
This writing was very different from the address on

the other envelope.
Old King Brady hastened to open it, and read as fol-

lows :

"This time I think I have hit it. Come at once to
No. Essex street, back rooms, top floor. Knock
twice. Charles."

"Going?" demanded Harry.
" "Certainly," replied the old detective. "I have no

doubt it is all straight. However., we shall be entirely on
our guard."

.So they went to the Essex street house, which proved
to be a Chinese tenement, with a bric-a-brac shop on the
ground floor. v

Ascending two pairs of stairs, the old detective tapped
lightly on the door of the back room.

It was immediately opened by a man who looked start-
lingly like the big Chink on the Fall Eiver boat.

He pressed his finger to his lips as a sign for silence,
and the Bradys, recognizing Billy Charles, filed into a
plainly furnished room.

"Do I look like the big man you spoke of?" whispered
Charles.

"Very much," replied Alice. .
"I tried to make up like him. Come here. Don't

make a sound."
Charles opened the door of a closet.
Through a papered partition light came streaming out

of a small, round hole.
"Look!" whispered Charles.
Alice put her eyes to the peephole.
In a room bevond sat a bis; Chinaman in a rocking

f C7 O

chair, his head thrown back. He appeared to be asleep.
"Is that the man?" whispered Charles.
"Yes; he is certainly the man," replied Alice.
"Send Mr. Brady." "
Old King Brady had his look.
"He is certainly the man," he said. "What's been

done to him?"
"Oh, I gave him a little dose of knockout. It is pretty

near time for him to wake up."
They stepped back into the room.
"What's the word? What have you learned?" demand-

ed the ol'd detective. >
"That the secret Order of the Ten are to meet in a

room on the floor below. The idol I believe to be there.
I have the key and there is nothing to hinder us from
going there now."

"Who is that man?"
"His name is Wing Fang. He was mixed up in these

forgery cases. I have a pull on him. He has confessed
to me that he was sent to New York for the idol. It was
stolen from a house in Canton some years ago, where this
Order of the Ten meet. He claims that it was stolen by a
white man. He appeared not to know anything about
your case. I roped him and sent for you. That's as far
as I have gone."

"We better get down there at once," said Old King
Brady. "Is the coast clear, do you know?"

"I don't know anything more than I have told you."
Old King Brady hardly knew what to think.
It all seemed too easy to be true.
"What we want to do is to smash that idol," lie said.

"If there are papers inside those are what we want."
"And the murderer?"
"That will have to be a separate case. I don't see- how

we are going to mix the two things up. Suppose we ar-
rest this man and make him confess more, for he un-
doubtedly knows more."

"I shouldn't wonder if he did. I don't care what you
do. If we are going to smash the idol I want an axe."

"Well ?"
"Stay here, Mr. Brady, and I will go and get one. I

am well acquainted in this house."
"Don't be long. I am impatient to see this thing

through."
"I will be just as quick as I can. Before I return I

will have a look into that room and see if the idol is
really there."

"All riffht. Which room is it?"
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"The one directly under this." _ . •
"Go. It will be well to finish this matter up and get

out of here before it grows dark."
Billy Charles hastily left the room.
"By jove! I don't know what to think of this, Harry,"

whispered the old detective, as soon as he had gone.
"What's the matter? Don't you trust Charles?" de-

manded Harry.
"It seems as if he had accomplished almost too much."
"It does, indeed!". added Alice. "But then he may

• have been fooled."
"His object in making up to resemble that man in

there is not altogether apparent," said Harry.
"There is a good bit about it that is not apparent," was

the reply. "But let us wait and see; meantime I will go
and have another look at that fellow."

Old King Brady stepped into the closet.
He instantly stepped out again.
"Why, the man is gone!" he exclaimed.
"Now, then," said Harry, "suppose we try the door

and see if they have locked us mW}

But the door was not fastened.
This allayed the suspicions of the detectives somewhat,

and they waited.
Time passed, and Billy Charles did not return.
It was growing dusk.
Old King Brady was anxious to get out of the house

before dark, as he had said.
"Suppose we start out to investigate?" he said, at

length. "I don't like this very well. Come, let us go
and see what we can make out of that room for our-
selves."

They passed out of the hall and descended the stairs.
"Upon my word," whispered Old King Brady, "this

- house seems to be deserted. I haven't heard a sound
since Charles left us."

"The whole thing is so strange," said Harry. "I can't
understand it at all."

"This seems to be the room," added Alice, and she
tried the door.

It yielded to her touch.
They entered a room where there were several doors

and windows; a few Chinese mottoes hung against the
wall.

The room was entirely unfurnished, except forva d*inky,
little altar, made of a couple of boxes, upon which rested
the Chinese idol. There was a painted background be-
hind.

On the lower box, which projected a little, were three
cups, in which some sort of incense was smouldering.

This was all, except that a hatchet lay on the floor.
There was no person in the room.

"Well, there's the idol," said Harry. "But what are
we to do with it? If we undertake to lug it through
the streets we shall surely be mobbed. There isn't even
a newspaper here."

"There is a great, big string tied to it," said the old
detective. "Somebody has baited this trap for the Bradys
and I must confess it looks very much as if it was up to
Billy Charles.

He had scarcely uttered the words when another door

opened arid in walked a Chinaman without a hat. The
Bradys took him to be the priest of this rude shrine.

He made a low bow and said something in Chinese,
which Aiice answered.

There were other Chinks at the door, peering into
the room.

"What does he say, Alice?" demanded the old detec-
tive, entirely unable to size up all this business.

"That if we wait a moment our wishes will be granted,
whatever that means," replied Alice.

"Did you ask him where B. C. is?" said Harry.
"No. Shall I, Mr. Brady?"
"No, no! Keep quiet. Let us wait and watch," was

the reply.
The Chinaman folded his arms and looked at the idol.
His glance was rather one of curiosity than reverence.
All at once a big Chinaman entered the room.
At first the Bradys thought that he was Billy Charles,

but as they looked again they saw that it was not so.
Nor was he the man they had seen on the Fall River

boat, but they couid tell by his dress that he was the
same person they had seen asleep in the chair upstairs
and that they had blundered.

Bowing to the' Bradys and Alice, he walked up to the
idol and paused.

There was an odd grin on his face.
The other Chinks came into the room now, three in

number.
Now, <the full meaning of this singular occurrence was

never known to the Bradys, so we cannot explain it here.
One thing is certain—the other Chinamen could not

have known what the big fellow contemplated.
What,they thought he meant to do with the hatchet is

something we cannot say.
Alice spoke to the big man, but he made no answer.
The Chinaman who first came in adjusted the painted

screen behind the idol and shook up the incelise cups;
Then there arose a general talk.
Alice said afterward that the Chinks were asking each

other what god this was and where it came from.
The big fellow and his companion did not speak.
While the Chinamen were clamoring excitedly the big

fellow suddenly got a move on.
Seizing a hatchet, he went for the idol on the little

altar, pushing the priest to one side.
The Bractys and Alice made, no attempt to interfere.
Jing Fow, the luck god, got it in the head.
The priest and the other Chinks flung up their hands.
And the idol was wrecked by two blows.
The big fellow waved his hatchet at the Chinks, men-

acingly.
Acting as if they thought the man crazy, they fled from

the room.
The big fellow then said to Alice, in Chinese:
"As I swore so I have done. I have destroyed the luck

god. Let the old man with the big hat take what he
finds 1"

Alice translated.
"Wonderfully accommodating, these people!" said Old

King Brady, and he advanced to the idol.
The hollow, bronze head had been cut in two.
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It was now easy to get one's hand into the stationary
arm.

But, to the disappointment of the detective, there -was
nothing to be found.

"The old man with the big hat seems disappointed,"
said the big fellow, who still clung to his hatchet.

"He is," replied Alice. "Who told you to do this?"
"Mr. Charles."
"Where is Mr. Charles?"
"He is downstairs. He wants to see you. Will you

go to him?" •'
Alice translated.
"Very singular!" said Old King Brady.
"I should say as much!" echoed Harry. "We better

be getting out of here."
"I think so myself," replied Old King Brady. "Tell

him, Alice," he added, "that if he will come with us to
the Hotel Beach we will pay him for what he has done."

Alice translated.
"Come to Mr. Charles," said the big Chink.
"We are going away now," replied Alice. "Tell Mr.

Charles to come to us."
Old King Brady backed to the door and flung it open.
"Tell him to come to Mr. Charles!" cried the China-

man, flourishing the hatchet.
Old King Brady was about to draw his revolver, when

the man'suddenly flung the hatchet at the wrecked idol,
knocking it off of the altar, and ran out of the room.

"Well! This beats the band!" cried Harry. "That
fellow is crazy sure."

"Looks so; but let us get out," replied Old King
Brady.

It was now pretty dark and in the hall it was very
dark.

The Bradys groped their way down the narrow stairs.
"Hold on!" exclaimed Old King Brady, suddenly.

"Surely this is not the way we came! I think we must
have passed into the next house through that door."

He produced -his flashlight.
"Why, see these stairs are much narrower than the

others!" he cried. "There is no flight overhead."
"WTe better return,", said Harry. "We shall be waltz-

ing merrily into some trap next thing we know."
Old King Brady flashed his light downstairs.
"There seems to be a door down there," he said. "We

may as well go on."
"We ought to have taken that hatchet," said Alice.

"Next thing we know that fellow will be flinging it at
our heads."

"We will return and try to find the correct way out,"
said Old King Brady. "After all, that will be best."

They hurried back up the stairs.
They had left the door open when they passed through,

but now it was suddenly shut.
Old King Brady pressed ahead and tried it.
Not only was the door shut, but it was locked and

bolted.
"Come, I don't like this!" cried Harry. "Governor,

we want to get Alice out of here, some way or another.
I smell serious trouble."

"And it was your own suggestion to return," replied
the old detective. "Confound that fellow Charles! He

has surely betrayed us! It's the last time I'll trust a
Chink!"

"Perhaps it would have been better if we had done
what the man told us to do," said Alice. "He offered
to take us to Charles." , •

"Come! Come!" cried Old King Brady, impatiently,
and he pushed on down the stairs.

CHAPTER X.

JANITOR DOWD TELLS ALL HE KNOWS.

Fresh discoveries awaited the Bradys at the foot of the
stairs.

The door here was plated with iron.
It had neither knob nor latch.
•'Well! We are bottled up, all right, all right!" cried

Harry.
"This case has bee<> one grand botch from start to fin-

ish."
"Oh! Look at the stairs!" cried Alice.
It was well that they looked as they did, for the stairs

were not in evidence a second later.
They simply folded up and went flat against the wall

in that condition.
Harry seized hold of them and narrowly escaped get-

ting his hand crushed.
Once in their new position the stairs would not budge.

- Then, all at once, there was a creaking sound, and just
what Old King Brady anticipated happened.

The floor began to descend.
"We are in for it now!" gasped Harry.
There was nothing to catch hold of, no way of prevent-

ing what was happening.
The floor quietly dropped down. about six feet and

stopped.
The Bradys were now in a small cellar, with stone

walls on all four sides, and no trace of either door or
window.

There were three chairs and three cot beds.
It looked as if the place had been especially fitted

up for their reception.
"Well! Do we get off or do we stay where we are?"

demanded Harry, as they stood looking about.,
"Oh, we may as well chime in with this," said Old King

Brady. "We can't do any better."
The instant they got off the trap it flew up to the

ceiling.
The Bradys walked about their prison, flashing their

lights.
It was terribly hot and stuffy.
The prospect of remaining here in the darkness was

anything but inviting.
Of course, if they kept on flashing their lights the bat-

teries would soon become exhausted.
Suddenly from over by the trap door a voice called out

something in Chinese.
"Listen!" breathed Old King Brady.
,Alice answered.
Several remarks were exchanged and the voice ceased.
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"What does he say?" demanded Harry.
"Says that we are to remain here to-night, and if we

keep quiet no harm will come to us," replied Alice. "He
said further that in a minute a light will be lowered to
us and that I must come alone to the trap door and take
it off. Later we are to be fed, it seems."

"Well!" exclaimed Old King Brady. "They don't seem
disposed to slaughter us offhand, at all events. We must
be patient, I suppose, and take things as they come."

In about five minutes the trap door was lowered again.
There was a lighted lantern upon it.
Again the voice called in Chinese and Alice, goirig for

the lantern, talked back.
Then the trap shot up into place.
"What does he say now?" demanded Old King Brady.
"That in a few minutes we are to have a companion.

Another prisoner is to be let down."
"Bother!" cried Harry. "And there are only three

beds."
"Perhaps it is Charles," suggested Old King Brady.

"But let us study the situation before he comes."
There was little to be seen.
The walls seemed particularly solid.

* All that the Bradys could discover that they had not
seen before were a couple of small pipes in the floor over-
head, which seemed to serve as ventilators.

They sat talking for some little time.
But they could make nothing of it all, and we may as

well add right here that, although the Bradys had their
own ideas about the matter afterward, the situation never
was fully explained.

At last, after about an hour, the rattle of the trap
door was heard again.

They watched it come down, and, sure enough, it
brought Billy Charles.

The Chinese detective was apparently unconscious.
The Bradys lifted him off onto the cellar floor and

found that he was in a profound sleep.
"Now do you blame him?" demanded Harry.
"Don't know what to think," replied the old detective.

"He seems to be doped."
"Do you think so?"
"Surely! I can smell the opium on him."
"Perhaps he is put down here just as a bluff."
"You can thirik what you like, Harry."
"You don't think so, then?"
"Really, I have formed nt> opinion. All this is so

strange that I don't know what to think."
"Shall we try to arouse him?"
"No. Let him sleep."
Just then the voice called in Chinese again.
"Well, what is it this time?" demanded Old King

Brady when Alice had answered.'
"WTe get another prisoner in a few minutes."
"Oh, we do, do we?" cried Harry. "When is dinner

coming? We shall have quite a party to sit down at the
table if this keeps on."

"Unless my eyes deceive me, we have no table," re-
marked Old King Brady.

"Don't be too exact, Governor."
"Our situation seems to be singularly exact. I could

wish it were less so. But who can this newcomer be?"

They were kept guessing for about twenty
when the rattle of the trap was heard again.

This time it carried upon it a small, white man, a'®
doubled up, and securely tied.

He was a stranger to the Bradys.
"Get me up out of dis and set me free!" he e:rie<l

"Sure I am almost dead!"
He was a red-headed preposition, dirty, unkempt aa«}

unshaven. His clothes were a. wreck.
It looked as if some one had been wiping up a barroes©

floor with this man.
The Bradys laid him on the cellar floor and the 4ia§?

door flew up.
"Say, you old guy! Hain't you going to ctit tlwesas-

ropes?" he cried, in a surly way.
"Take your time," retorted Old King Brady. ""Wbc.

may you be ?"
"Sure I was Jim Dowd .before I run up ag'in tluosft

blame Chinks!" snarled the man, "I'll be blamed if -4
know who I am now!"

"The janitor!" cried Harry.
"Yes, de janitor!" growled the man. "Air I'd been

better off if I'd stopped at janitoring instead of butting m
on other business, so I would.''

"Set him free, and then search him," ordered Oi<3t
King Brady.

"Search me, nothing!" snarled Dowd. "What righit
have youse to search me, I'd like to know ? But I needJafit
ask. I see who you are now—Old King Brady, de de-
tective."

"Just so. We are working on the Dobbs murder c&se/5'
"Oh!"
"You begin to understand."
"Well, it hain't no use to search me. De Chinks has

done dat already. Dey have tuk from me everyting whafs
anny good."

Old King Brady signed to Harry to go ahead as or-
dered, and it was done.

Dowd made no resistance to the search.
Bu^ it was as he had said. Nothing was found npon

him of any value.
The search over, the man sat down sullenly upon tfas-

edge of one of the cots.
"What's all dis, anny way?"' he asked, after a inimvU;*

"Are youse prisoners here, like meself>"
"That's what we are, Mr. Dowd," replied Old Kiog

Brady. "This young man and lady are my partners.;;

"And dat Chink?"
"Is a Chinese detective. Now you know the whoSe

situation."
Dowd .sat in silence for a few minutes and then sud-

denly broke loose again.
"I wisht I hadn't never had nothin' to do wit' no

detectives!"
"Have they got you into trouble, then?" demanded

Old King Brady. "Come, tell me all about it, man. We
are surely going to get out of this, some way or another.
You have been suspecjed once of the Dobbs murder. Yoo
may be again. Better get over on our side while yoc>
have so good a chance."

"Well, do you know, I was just finking dat same t'in^p
meself," replied Dowd; "but dere's a reason why I cai/i
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do it. I don't want to get into no worse trouble dan I'm
in now."

"I think I can understand your reason."
"You can?"
"Yes."
•frVrhat is it, den?"
"You have been dealing in those fake pearls; you are

-afraid on that account. Then you have been mixed up
with one "Webb, a detective, who knows all about your
%«9iro5ss. Perhaps you are afraid on that account, too;
tait, be that as it may, you will do best to trust us. We
&ave nothing to do with your private affairs!' Indeed, I
will help you to get out of whatever difficulties you may
be'in or may get into if you will be frank with me."

"How can you help me any, when you have been
ketched by de Chinks yourself?"

"I know it looks bad for us, but you'take my word for
it, we are going to get out«of this.'3

Dowd sat for some time, kicking his feet.
"I s'pose all dis business wit' youse comes out of dat

'Chinee idol ?" he said at last.
"That was the beginning of it."
"I've a blame good mind to talk out."
"You certainly could not do better, my friend."
"I want to get back to New York. I've had enough

of Boston. I know you have a big pull over dere, Mr.
Brady. Dot's why I'm willing to tell what I know, for I
waait some one to stand between me and de law, in case I
'get pulled in again."

"I'll stand for every true word you speak, Dowd. That
you may rest assured of—see?"

"Well, let her go; but what am I to say? I didn't kill
de old skinflint. Some Chink done dat, sure t'ing. I
'seen by de papers dat youse discovered a dead Chink in
de little room up on de roof. I s'pose you t'ink I knowed
-all de time he was dere, but I didn't. It was news to
oB?e. Say, I dunno what to tell you, annyhom"

"You have told me one thing already," replied Old
'King Brady. "But let me question you. You knew Mr.
iEtebbs how long?"

"About two years, ever since I went to work for him.
;He was de meanest, de stingiest——"

"Cut that out! Did he receive Chinamen in his rooms
right along?"

"Only dat one feller—Ching Chop; him what you
fottnd dead. He used to come every night pretty near."

"Did you know what he came for?"
"No; it was none of my business. But I knew they

made something in that little room on de roof. I wasn't
caever allowed in dere."

"Did he come the night of the mairder?"
"Yes. I let him in after I had looked the door."
<£You lived in the building?"
•aYes."
"You are not married?"

. 4&,S-~-

"No; I lived alone in a room on tke top floor, next
"to Detective Webb's."

"You saw no more of either Dobbs or the Chinaman
that night?"

"No."
"And next morning you were the first to enter his

Office?"

the

say

"Yes.. I—~"
» "Wait! Was the front door of the building locked

when you came downstairs that moammg?"
"Yes; it was just as usual."

. ~And the door of Mr. Dofobe'» office?"
"Dat was locked, too. I had trouble getting in. Had

to turn de key what was in de lock on de iaside wif a
wire; den I opened de door wit* me tpasgfeey."

"How do you think the murderer came ia?"
"By a ladder from dat low ro«f on T^riaity plaee, which

he put up to our roof. Dere was a secret way of getting
frern Dobbs's room up to de workroom. Dai's my theory,
Mr. Brady."

"I believe you are right. To get back to the morn-
ing of the discovery: You found Dobbs lying dressed
on the bed, with a knife in his body, I believe?"

"Dat's right."
"And the Chinese idol, which always stood oaa

table in his room, was gone?"
"Yes." •
"Are you sure it was there the night before?"
"Dead sure. I seen it meself when I went in to

good night to de old man, like I always did. Now, Boss
Brady, you know every blame tfing I know." •

"Not quite," replied the old detective, with a smile.
"You haven't told me yet how you eaanae to get hold of
the fake pearls you stole and sold here in Boston by the
aid of Detective Webb."

"Oh, murder!" cried Dowd, disgustedly. "You know
too much entirely. Sure dat's what got me into all de

! trouble I'm. in now."
j "I fancied as much. Come, Dowd, you. hare lied to
me; you did go into the room on the roof and get the
pearls."

j "No, no, no!" cried the janitor. "Honest, I didn't;
but I did find a bunch of dem pearls in a secret drawer

| in dat table, on top of which de idol used to stand. I
fought dey was real. De old man had showed me some
wunst and he said dey was de real t'ing. I tried to sell
'em to a jeweler on Maiden Lane aaad he told me dey
was fakes. I showed dem to Webb and he told me
to take dem over to Boston and try t® sell deiaa. Den I
was arrested. When I got out of dat snap I come to Bos-
ton. Webb give me a f-ew letters of introduction, and I
did sell some of de pearls, and dot's de tnite,"

"And you sent for Webb to join you?" /
"Look at dat, now! How much you knew! Well, I

did. Wisht I hadn't. He come, and we sold de balance
of de pearls. Den we heard you was around. Webb got
scared. He got me ID to a Chinee hop joint. Den, when
I was a little doped, he robbed me of every cent. De
Chinks tied me up and dropped me down here. Now,
den, Boss Brady, you have got me up to date, and dat's
every blame t'ing I know."

CHAPTER XI.
THE BRADYB* CHINESE DINNER.

Leaving Dowd to himself, the Bradys got together in
a corner and consulted.

"It is certainly a very peculiar thing that these two
men should be thrown in upon us so," he observed.

1 "It is more than peculiar," replied Alice. "You can
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rest assured, Mr. Brady, that there is some design in it.
I can see that some intelligent Chinese hand has been
at work here."

"I think Alice is right," added Harry.
"Ha! Of courser cried Old King Brady. "Is she

ever wrong, in your partial estimation ? I doufet it much.
Lovers axe not to be relied -upon. But in this case I
agree with you both."

**Do yoa believe Dowd's story?" demanded Harry.
"Oh, yes; in a general way," was the answer. "He

may have enlarged on some details. He may hare left
others out. But I have no dtmbt he has told the truth,
take it • as a whole."

"And what is to be done ?"
**I don't see what we can do, unless we can pull down

that trap and get orat of here."
"I was going to suggest that we. try it. All the same

I don't believe it will come down."
-4-

This was decided upon.
"We are going to make an attempt to get out, Dowd,"

said the old detective. "If we succeed you go with us."
"I'm ready," replied the janitor. "Sure if I can only

get back to New York it's all I ask; but I don't see how
I'm going to do it, unless I walk. That scoundrel Webb
has robbed me of every cent.".

"Oh, I'll pay your fare," replied Old King* Brady.
"But tell me about this fellow Webb? What kind of a
detective business did he do?"

But this Dowd professed not to know.
Later Old King Brady learned that the man was em-

ployed by several of the steamship agencies on lower
Broadway to watch for swindlers who rob returning emi-
grants of their money and tickets, and he learned further
that, having been suspected of standing in with the swin-
dlers themselves, that of late his business had been very
poor.

Harry now stripped the bedding off of one of the cots.
This was placed upright under the trap, and while

Dowd and Old King Brady held on to it Harry managed
to climb on top.

But it all amounted to nothing, for the thing positively
refused to budge.

And so all there was for it seemed to be to settle down
to wait.

About an hour elapsed before there was anything fur-
ther doing.
• Dowd fell asleep, not having fully recovered from his.
overindulgence with the opium pipe.

At last there was a rattle overhead, and the trap was
slightly lowered.

Then a voice began speaking in Chinese again.
Alice got under the trap and did the talking, which

lasted for some little time.
"What does he say?" demanded the old detective,

when she turned away at last.
"That dinner is ready for us. That no harm is intend-

ed to us; that if we will put our revolvers on the trap
and let them be taken up first the trap will be lowered
again and we can come up; but that Charles and the red-
headed man, as they called Dowd, must stay here."

"I think we better comply," said Old King Brady.

"The heat of this place ^s terrible. Eeally, I am afraid
that I couldn't stand a night here at my age."

"That's so," added Harry. "But we must leave it to
Alice. I'm sure I don't know what to say."

"What I say is this," replied Alice: "That when a
Chinaman gives you his word, he usually keeps it. I say.,
decidedly, let us go." *

"Settled!" said Old King Brady. "Tell him so, Alice."'
Alice called up and the trap was lowered.
Each placed a revolver upon it.
otfeedless to say that in a secret pocket each had an-

other in reserve.
The trap was drawn up and then suddenly lowered a

little way. .
A Chinaman, wearing a yellow silk mask over hi& ffcee;.

looked down and flashed a lantern.
H^e seemed satisfied when he saw Billy Charles lying ou

the floor and the red-headed Dowd upon one of the cots.
Down came the trap, and' the Bradys and Alice got

aboard.
For a minute the thing did not move, nor did they see

anything more of the yellow mask.
Then presently a grinding sound was heard and the

trap began to rise slowly.
It came up into place, there was a sharp click, and it

stopped.
As the trap formed the entire floor of the enclosure-,

all the detectives coiild do was*to wait, for there was no
one to be seen.

In a moment the.iron door opened and the yellow mask
stepped out and spoke to Alice.

"We are to follow him, he says," explained Alice.
"Go ahead," replied the detective. "We are up against-

this now for better or for worse."
The yellow mask flung the door wide open.
Beyond was a narrow alley, which wound in behind

the house—such a blind way as only Boston can produce.
"Wait a minute!" said Old King Brady. "Ask him.

Alice, what is to become of Billy Charles. I don't fee]
altogether like deserting the fellow."

Alice put th* question.
"He says that both he and Dowd will be set free in<

the morning," she announced.
"All right. Go on," ordered Old King Brady. "We

can't be too particular."
The Chinaman went on through the alley.
Presently two Chinks shuffled past them.
They looked curiously at the outfit, but neither stopped

nor spoke.
"What's the matter with making a strike to get out of

this ?" demanded Harry, in a whisper. "I have no doubt
we'could succeed."

"No,1" was the reply. "This business*grows more mys-
terious and interesting every- minute. I have made up
my mind to see it through."

Seeing that the old detective was determined, Harry
said no more.

Suddenly the mask opened a door on his right and
beckoned to Alice to come on.

They passed inside. Here stood a lighted lantern-
upon the bottom step of a flight of stairs. •
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The Chink closed the door, picked up. the lantern and
ascended.

They went up only one flight and then another door
-was flung open.

Beyond was a good-sized room, furnished in full Chi-
•aase fashion and in the most expensive and elegant style
j.>®ssible. •

There were no windows visible, and the place was light-
••ed with four fine, old bronze lanterns, which hung from
'die ceiling. ,

An agreeable, aromatic smell pervaded the place, as
though incense had been recently burned.

"By jove! This is a great room!" cried Harry. "I
never saw its equal, either in New York or San Fran-
cisco."

There was a low chuckle behind the yellow mask, which
"saaade the old detective fancy that perhaps, after alL the
osan was not as ignorant of the English language as he
professed to be. . ,

Instantly the man pushed aside the hangings and fast-
•ened them back, revealing an open door, through which
light came streaming, at the same time speaking to

^He says we are not to go through that door," said
.Alice. "We are to sit down at the table and dinner will
•&e served."

The mask bowed and backed through the door.
' ""No chance of them poisoning us, is there ?" demand-

•©d Harry, looking around.
Ml shall eat whatever they place before me," said Alice.

'c*"We are evidently in the hands of a Chinese gentleman.
'This is not the work of Highbinders and opium fiends."

^You. are undoubtedly right," replied Old King Brady.
He removed his hat and seated himself at the table,

Marry and Alice taking their places opposite each other
&.t the sides.

To describe the dinner in detail would be tiresome.
Enough to say that, in all their experience, the Bradys

never met its equal.
Of course, there was chop suey, but this was only an

item.
Sharks' fins and even the expensive edible birds' nests,

which are imported from China, were served.
Yellow Mask did the business.
He bobbed in and out by the forbidden door, bringing

dishes and removing them.
He was the perfection of a waiter, and neglected noth-

ing.
What seemed to trouble him most was that the guests

would not 4touch the wine which he served.
It ended with splendid coffee, some yellow, Chinese

•cheese and such cigars as the Bradys had not smoked in
many a long day.

Scarcely a word was spoken by the mask during the
caiiire meal, and after the coffee and cheese was served
la*, closed the door, dropped the curtain and left the de-

to themselves.
now what comes next?" demanded Harry, as he

Old King Brady sat smokhig.
•**WSjy, we can only await developments," was the reply.

^Something will turn up soon, you may depend."

He was right, but they had started on their second
cigar before it came.

Then, all at once, from behind the rich hangings a voice
spoke in Chinese.

It came from a different part of the room than the
kitchen door.

Alice talked a few minutes, which gave the Bradys a
chance to size up the voice.

Certainly it was not the voice which had called down
through the trap, nor did that of the yellow mask corre-
spond with the one they .had heard first.

"This person says that he proposes to tell you all
about the Chinese idol and our case generally," said Alice.
"He wants me to translate sentence by sentence and
you to take notes. He says he has used you like gentle-
men and he relies upon your honor not to interfere nor
to attempt to solve the secrets of this place."

"Tell him," replied Old King Brady, "that he will find
that his reliance is not misplaced. Harry, take the
notes."

Harry got out his memorandum book and pencil, and
Alice announcing that they were all ready, the voice
began speaking behind the hangings again.

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Harry's memorandum book read as follows when the
voice behind the hangings finally ceased to speak and
Alice had .translated her last sentence:

"I speak to Mr. Old King Brady.
"It is not desired in any way to injure that remark-

able man, who, in his waj^, has been a good friend to
the Chinese in America.

"It is not designed in any way to interfere with the
ends of justice, but we Chinese like to manage our own
affairs, and therefore we have managed this.

"In China, many years ago, was established the Order
of the Ten.

"This iernot a religious order and never was. It is like
what you would call a stock company. It possessed a se-
cret which its members were sworn never to reveal, except
to those who, upon the death of a member, should be
newly elected into the Order of the Ten.

"The nature of this secret was a process for making
pearls, which came so near to being the real-thing that
many were deceived. But our members deceived nobody.
The pearls they made were sold as imitations. It was
not their business to prevent persons from being deceived
by them after they had oiice -passed out of their hands.

"Like all Chinese societies, the Order of the Ten had
its luck god, or idol, as you call it. We were then estab-
lished in the city of Canton. One day, several years ago,
one of our members turned traitor. He stole the luck
god and fled to America, where he joined with a certain
rich American, whom he had met in China in former
years.

"How this was brought about, we don't know and we
don't care. We had lost our luck god, who could no
longer be our god, as he had turned his back on us. We
had also lost the ancient recipe, written by our founder,
telling how to make these pearls. We resolved to get
back the recipe and to punish the thief. His name was
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Ching Chop. He is the Chinaman with the tattooed
hand, who was found dead in the Broadway building in
New York. The white man who was found dead also
is the man who persuaded him to betray us for money.
Both deserved their fate, but we are not murderers. We
hired a Highbinder, whose trade is murder, to obtain our
revenge. He will be punished for his crime in due time.

"He stole the luck god, for which we have no further
«ise. Ching Chop left a paper in his room on Pell street
trying to throw suspicion on his enemy Ping Pank, one of
our order. He called him a priest to create a desire to
be more revengeful; he was no priest, but a maker of
imitation pearls/''

We pause for a moment to say a word on our own ac-
count.

Certainly the last sentence is very obscure.
Either Alice must have made a mistake in her transla-

tion or Harry did so in taking her dictation.
"In order to enable our Highbinder to identify the

luck god we caused a duplicate image to be made. This
is the image you saw destroyed last night. It was ended.
You thought it was the real Chinese idol of which you
were in search, but you were wrong.

"If, when you go back to New York, you will go to
No. Pell street, the same room in which Ching Chop
lived, on the evening of the day af|er to-morrow, at nine
o'clock, ,the murderer of those two men—the Chinese
traitor, Ching Chop, and the American swindler, who
sold the pearls as genuine—shall be delivered into your
hands. i

"So shall the Chinese idol, and within it will be found
the paper you seek, which gives to the'Chinese child, who
is the daughter of Fing Chung, now dead, th~e money of
her grandfather. It is well for her. It is her own.

"Do with the murderer as you will. He is only a hired
assassin, a Highbinder, whose trade it is to rob and kill.

"Do with the luck god as you will. It is no longer the
god of the Order of the Ten.

"As for the rest, if you are wise you will quietly"leave
this place and seek to interfere with the business of our
order no more. We who represent it propose to return
to China at once. To attempt to persecute those of our
countrymen who have befriended us because they have
done so would not only be foolish, but wrong. Be warned
and mind your own business. As to how the Highbinder
obtained entrance to that building-, if you ask him per-
haps he will tell you. I doubt it. ^ You will never learn
from me. Farewell!"

Old King Brady, who had sat in silence while this long
harrangue was delivered, now told Alice to thank the
unseen speaker. '

Alice attempted to do so, but there was no reply.
"I think we better get right out," she said. "These

people seem to be disposed to treat us very decently. If
you take my advice you will retire at once."

"It shall be taken," said Old King Brady. "Question
is, Can we go?"

He had scarcely spoken when the door was thrown
open and there stood the Yellow Mask.

"You will follow me," he said to Alice in Chinese.
Old King Brady placed a ten-dollar bill in the man's

hand, but he passed it back.

He then led them to the alley and there left them.
As he was about to close the door he said good night ift

English and the Bradys responded.
They then made their way through the alley and

passed out by a gate into Oxford place.
"If we only had Billy Charles and that rescally DowtJ

this would be simply perfect," said Old King Brady. "Btrt
I shall rely upon the word of these people and not at-
tempt to do anything to-night."

"I think you safely may," said Alice. "After all, we-
care only for Charles. I doubt if they will attempt to
injure him." ,

"Eeally," remarked the old detective just before thej
separated for the night, "there is no use in attempting1

to lay out a Chinese case on regular lines. All the same,
but for the clew we found in Pell street, I doubt if WQ
should ever have met with even this much success."

"I believe you," replied Alice. "But the case is
over yet. We have the murderer to capture at
Chop's room and the Dobbs will to recover."

Next morning, while the Bradys' were at breakfast-,.
which was being served in their own suite, there came a<
letter, which proved to be from Billy Charles.

It was rather a laughable production and ran as fol-
lows : s

"Mr. Old King Brady:
"Respected Sir — I write to tell you that I give up de-

tective business now. I am a fool, and a fool eamw>i
make a good detective. When I saw succe'ss in my haisS,..
sir, I let myself listen to a woman, and I was druggecL
Where I was all night, sir, I do not know, sir; but thaa- ,
morning I find myself locked in the station house for
being drunk, which I was not, sir, no ! Believe me, uW
I hope you may succeed in your case, but it will have ice-
be done without me, for to-day I give back my eommis-
«ion. A detective is not -a fool. I am a fool, consequent-
ly I cannot be a detective. Do not come to me. I sballt
do all right. I am, sir, one who admires you.

"B. Charles."
"Exit Bifiy Charles !" laughed Old King Brady. "JEte

is not the first man who has spoiled his work by listen*-
ing to a woman, ntfr will he be the last. But, at aB>
events, we now know that he was not the traitor JT&
thought."

They went on with their breakfast. Harry was loom-
ing over the morning Globe.

"Listen to this/' said Harl'v, and be read as follows :.

"The man who was picked up unconscious oil Harrison
avenue 'in Chinatown last night, with a stab woun3 is*
the back and his pockets turned inside out, died thks
morning in the hospital. He proves to be James Wel>l>, 'a
private detective from New York. He revived just lozfg
enough to give his name and to state that he was killed
in a quarrel with three Chinamen."

"Well! Another traitor gone !" exclaimed Alice.
didn't make much by robbiag his partner, Dowd."

They heard from the janitor before they rose from
table, for he appeared in person and demanded
tance.
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"Exctise -me for buttin' in, Mr. Brady," he exclaimed,
thickly, "bnt I come to tell rouse that if youse will read
the paper youse will see dat dat scoundrel Webb got his
deserts. I dunno who done him up, but even if he was a

. !Chink, I could shake de hand of him. An*, say! I'll
have to ask you for dat loan you promised me. I haven't
a blame cent and I want to get back to New York worst
way. Dis here town hain't fit for nobody but Chinks."

"Well, short as you are of money, you seem to have
been able to get your whisky all right/' said Old King

\ .Brady. "Who told you we were here?"
"It was a Chink what let me out last night," replied

Dowd. "He gimme two dollars and turned me loose.
He told me youse was here. But, first off, eley put a

.jug- of whisky by me Bedside. As true as preachin', I
'Onlyihad one drink."

"Then you have the two dollars now," said Old King
/Brady. "You won't need to borrow of me."

";Ko, no, no! Look at dat now! I lost de money and
dat one drink went so to me head "

'"That will do," broke in the old detective. "No need
-off a*ay further lying. Here^re five dollars. G-et right
-back to New York." t

Dowd grabbed at the' bill like a true janitor and depart-
•ed.

Whether he ever did go to New York or not, we are
unable to state. At all events, the Bradysnever saw or
'heard of the fellow again.

The detectives themselves returned to New York by
the- ten o'clock train.

Next morning Dr. Do'bbs called and anxiously asked
i about the eaae.

But Old King Brady, who interviewed the old gentle--
<man, would tell him nothing, except that by the day fol-
lowing he hoped to have secured the will.

The doctor pressed hard for details, but did not get
'them.

Old King Brady regarded the story he had to tell as
7 to fanciful to be confided to a man of the doctor's stamp.

The Bradys kept shady that day.
Everything depended upon whether the unfnown Chi-

aaman would make good that night or not.
Evening came and, needless to say, the Bradys- and

Alice started for Pell street.
There was some little confusion about the number.
Alice thought it wag one thing, and Harry was sure it

was another.
At last they settled upon a number ancl ascended to the

top floor of a dirty tenement.
"This is not the house we were hi before," declared

.Alice. "I am positive of it."
"You are wrong," asserted Harry. "It certainly is."
"I thought you two had settled that business," said

Old: King Brady. "Really, there should be no question
of the sort."

. "But these Pell street houses jlook so much alike,"
*said Harry.

"Here we are on the top floor, no,w to settle it," was
•the reply.

They knocked on the door of the back room.
There was some shuffling about inside, and then all

rwas still.

Again they knocked, but there waa no response, except
more shuffling, followed by a fail, which shook the floor.

"Here! We must end this!" cried Old King Brady.
He put his shoalder to the door and forced it in.
There upon; the floor lay two mem, bal!f dressed.
There was no sign of the Chinese idoly nor anything

else, to make the Bradys believ* that they had come to
the right place.

"These men are simply drank with opium!" dieelared
Old King Brady. "Don't you see the layout? They
have been smoking in that bunk."

"It's the wrong house," declared Alice. "Our place is
next door, as Lsaid."

They beat a hasty retreat and ascended to the top floor
of the next house.

Here both Harry and Alice recognized the place. ,
The door of the back room was locked and there was no

response to theh* knock.
Once more Old King Brady forced the door..
The unknown had been as good as his word, as far as

the first glance showed.
There upon a table stood the very duplicate of the

wretched Chinese idol split in two halves with an axe.
Stretched upon the floor lay the body of a dead China-

man, shot through the heart!
To his blouse was pjnned a paper with Chinese uharae-

ters on it, which Alice translated as ;fallows: •
"This is your mairderer. Do with him as you wilL

Look inside of the idol for the will!"
They looked and they found it.
The paper which Old King Brady drew forth waa the

mill of John Frazee Dobbs, sure-enough.
What is more, it cut Archie Dobbs off with a,small in-

come and gave the whole of the. remainder of the large
estate to little Ellen Dobbs Chang.

Old King Brady pocketed the will and they hastily re-
treated, leaving the dead man for the polioe.

And so old Dr. Dobbs was made happy next day and
the Bradys came in for a fat reward.

Archie Dobbs disputed the will, but he lost his suit
and in the end the child inherited, with the old doctor
as her guardian.

The detectives kept their -mouths shut, and the death
of J. F. Dobbs remained a mystery, now to be for the
first time explained in this story of "The Bradys and
the Chinese, Idol."

THE END. ' >

Read "THE BSADYS AND THE TORN SHOE; or,
CONVICTED BY A FOOTPRINT," which will be the
next number (501) of "Secret Service."
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24 Union Square, New York City, and you will receive
the copies you order by return mail.
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ITEMS WORTH READING.

is built of concrete walls and floors and a wooden roof, this
material affording a reasonably even temperature during all
kinds of weather. Hatching is done every day in the year.
The period of incubation with ostrich eggs is forty days, fertil-
ity averaging about 65 per cent The chicks are allowed to
dry off in the incubator for 24 hours, much the same as witi
chickens. After that period they are .transferred to the brooder
and given a ration of fine cut alfalfa, dry bone and finely
ground grit. If the weather is pleasant, their duration is quitt
limited to the brooder house, as they are given outside runs
at once. During the winter and rainy season, however, they
are confined to the brooder house until the weather is mor-£
favorable. In about a fortnight the chicks are given sparingly
a ration consisting of cracked corn and bran worked up mtc
a mash, and are then allowed to range over a field of alfalfa.
At the expiration of about three months the young commence
to shed their baby feathers, gradually putting on the aduK
plumage which constitutes such an important article of com-
merce. The ostrich is a long-lived bird, the average-age being
about sixty years. It reaches its full growth in from four
to five years, and its greatest commercial value from the ages
of six to forty years.

Regarding the war in Morocco, the last stages of which
wrought havoc among the French troops, a French journal
recalls a remark once made by the French General -Canrobert,
in describing the taking of Zaatcha, in the Arabian campaign.
"All around me," said the famous general, "the staff officers
were being killed like flies. I alone remained untouched.
Why? For a very simple reason. As usual, I was wearing

WITH THE FUNNY FELLOWS
"Binks is stuck on his new automobile." "The last time

full-dress uniform, with all my decorations and medals glis-1 saw him with it he was stuck under it."
tening in the sun. Consequently, the Arabs aimed at me p'er-
sonally." The times have changed since then, and the Moroc- "I hear he is getting rich since he quit drinking." "Appear-
cans are betten marksmen, as the French troops found to their ances would indicate that he is. I understand he is about to-
cost. • trade the water wagon for an automobile."

i
For many years past, chrome mining has been pursued as f "Didn't I give you 10 cents to get a meal?" "Yes, sir." "And

an industry in Asia Minor. The chrome is usually found on
mountains from 4,000 to 5,000 feet high, and is removed from
the pits to the railway station or market on the backs of don-
keys and camels. But while chrome in the neighborhood of
Smyrna brought $100 a ton, it now commands a very small
price, being in this respect like antimony, so that it scarcely
pays to mine it, and certainly not in districts remote from
railways. As the chrome of other countries comes on the
world's markets, that of Turkey, whose mines have never been
^worked on a scientific basis, with up-to-date machinery, must
necessarily decline in value.

An electric rat killer is the latest means designed for slaugh-
tering rodents. Recently it was tried in Trieste, France, and
it is claimed that It produced good results. The "killer" is
made so that it can be lowered into drains and other infested
places. It consists of a shallow tray, with a bottom lined M'ith
closely spaced metal points alternately connected to the posi-
tive and negative terminals of a high-tension electric circuit.
The animals are promptly electrocuted as they step on the
points in attempting to reach the bait. The apparatus destroys
only rats and similar vermin, and it is affirmed that there is
no risk to cats and other domestic animals.

Artificial hatching has become so much of a pronounced suc-
cess that its application is being extended quite a little be-
yond the incubation of chicken eggs. Turkey, duck, and goose
eggs are as regularly hatched in incubators, and the young
reared in brooders, as those of the ordinary barnyard fowls.
Possibly the most important acquisition to the wooden hen
(certainly so in size) is the incubation of ostrich eggs, which
has been successfully carried on by ostrich breeders in South-
ern California for the past few years, the most pronounced
success having been attained by the South Pasadena ostrich
farm. On the grounds of this establishment has been built
a handsome incubator and |brooder house, with a capacity of
about a hundred ostrich eggs, and the brooder apartment
capable of accommodating some fifty youngsters. The edifice

now I find you in a saloon." "I came in to get a piece of
cheese. Dey don't serve cheese with them 10-cent dinners."

"Katie, do you know the policeman on this beat?" "Sure
I do, ma'am." "He told me to-day he had taken up Esperanto."
"And sure, what had the OitaJian been doin, ma'am?"

"What made you kick Jimpson?" "He called me an ass."
"Oh, well, kicking is a characteristic of aeses, but I shouldn't
think you'd want to confirm Jimpson's statement so quickly."

i
When five-year-old Margie was taken in to see the new twins

she exclaimed: "Oh, mamma, you have been to another bar-
gain sale, haven't you?"

"How do you write horn?" asked the teacher 'of a small boy
at the blackboard. "A horn isn't written at all," answered tne
little fellow. "It's blowed."

Small Elsie—Grandma, is your teeth good? Grandma—No .
dear. I haven't any. Small Elsie—Then I'll let you hold my
candy till I come back.

Sunday School Teacher—The wisest man that ever lived
said, "There's nothing new under the sun." Small Pupil—-
Didn't they never have a baby at his house?"

"John, dear, I wish you would taste this milk, and set if
it's perfectly sweet" "What for?" "Because if it's the least
bit sour I don't want to give any to Fido. It isn't good for
him."

Magistrate—You say your wife threw a teacup and struck
you on the head? Plaintiff—Yes, your honor. Magistrate—
How far was she away from you at the time? Plaintiff—AbOLt
ten feet. Magistrate—What did'she aim at? Plaintiff—At me.
Magistrate—Well, all I've got to say is that you ought to be
proud of a wife like that.
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OUT OF THE PAST.

By D. W. STEVENS.

Ancient Roger Green's ambition was nearing its fruition.
Ost the morrow his only grandchild would wed a man. of
a»efoie blood—a man whose pedigree was as 'lengthy as that
vatf a, race horse, although, perhaps, not quite as pure. Td be

Count Marsden was a beggar financially, but then he
blue blood, and Roger Green had thirsted for social

ever since he could remember.
the line of the bleak coast of Maine he enjoyed an
reputation for ability as a lawyer. For the most

, people believed him a man of strictest honor, although
and then a person was to be encountered who gave him

with being a sharper.
Iteut Rager Green had made money everybody knew, but it

a, matter of pure guesswork as to how much he might
possess. He lived with Elsie Green in a castle-like

surmounting a precipice against which the waves
«c»S.«i ocean murmured in times of calm, and tdashed in mad-

Sury when the storm was on. ,
was among the neighbors only one man who knew

t of the old "castle," as it was locally called. He could
Cisetl of its having been purchased by a gentleman who had
•wme there with an only child, a daughter of several summers.
!Lnuag secluded there for a year, he then went off to sea in a
/sailing vessel bound for the Mediterranean. He had never
come back, and afterward Roger Green had taken up his resi-
<tteace here. He owned it; there could be no question about
"iStat, for the county books showed the transcript of the deed.

From the time of coming here to live Roger Green had
'fregtto. to narrow the lines of his practice, till now, after some
f>sss.rs, he was living the dignified life of ease of a wealthy
geatleman, his secret efforts directed to obtaining social posi-
tion for himself and a husband for his Elsie.

Oa the morning of this day preceding the grand wedding,
Ja«ger and his gra nddaughter stood before the window of the
(library that" faced the shore, and for some moments gazed in
.'Silence out over the summer sea.

The striking of the clock recalled the old man from his rev-
he remarked:

Well, Elsie, |f nothing happens, by this time to-morrow
will be the Countess Marsden."

"Fes,. But I hate the man so that I do not know if the
title will be recompense sufficient for the sacrifice. He is
•siothing but a needy fortune hunter—it is the money he is
a£ter and not me. I can read him as easily as a printed
Siook, and it is all that I can do at times to keep from
telling him what a hypocrite he is when he declares undying
devotion."

"You must be careful not to do that. Just think of it, Elsie
—when rebellious thoughts arise, just think that you wUl be
Countess Marsden.

The girl's head was tossed with pride. Already she was lifted
far above her most refined neighbors by the prospect. Countess
of Marsden! It was a lascious morsel to roll under her
tongue. She had feasted, and she now feasted in recalling, the
envious glances that ,had been bestowed on her ever since it
Ipocame known to the public that she was engaged to Count
Marsden. She had only to drive in her dog cart to the fash-
ionable watering place within sight of the turrets of the
castle to create a furore almost as great as though she were a
iwincess royal.

She had declared the count's motives to be mercenary alone,
•bat even she did no£ know how mercenary they were. It had
been kept from her by Roger that before the count formally
proposed he had spent an evening with him in the library,

during which an old-fashioned safe concealed behind a panel
in the wainscoting had been opened, and untold treasures
spread before the covetous eyes of nobility. Nor did she know
that immediately after her marriage the count was to receive
the sum of a hundred thousand dollars—that he had, as it
were, been hired to marry her.

"Yes," she said, a ring of triumph in her tone, "I'll bend the
heads of some of those who have before now taunted me
with my father's disgrace, with the fact of your early poverty.
But, do you know, there's one thing that troubles me, has
troubled me ever since I discovered the truth, and that is, that
she may some day come here."

"Hush!" and there was a hiss in the old man's tone. "It
was luck the most cursed that you ever discovered -the truth.
But surely you must have sense enough not to breathe a
word now, or at any time. It is impossible to say what ears
may drink in an incautious word. And there is no danger—the
ship went down with all on board!" ,

"Perhaps not."
"I know it. No, no there is no danger, not the slightest;

do not refer to it again," and picking up his cane, Roger
Green went out on the lawn.

"No," he said, standing there on the edge of the bluff, "there
is no danger. I made certain of that. I wonder what vessel
that is," his gaze resting on a trim-looking craft lying off the
little seaport, her sails aback.

Standing there, he looked not unlike some anqient picture
that, endowed with- life, had stepped out of its frame. He was
dressed in the style of several generations before, with velvet
trunks, coat of the same, a silken vest, and ruffled linen, while
on his waving white locks was set a hat of a century past.

He was an eminently respectable person, viewed as he stood
there, suggestive of antiquity of family in which so much
pride was centered that he clung to the dress of that family
in the past.

Presently he went slowly down a winding path that tqok
him to the shore. There was a favorite spot here where he
came on every fine day. and smoked a cigar.

The shore being reached, he- was • moving slowly along
toward his "nook," when suddenly he saw a person before
him. It was a girl, clad in a costume suggestive of foreign
lands. The skirt was short, disclosing dainty feet encased in
slippers, and giving an occasional glimpse of finely turnedi
ankles. A flat straw hat surmounted a shapely head crowned
with brown curls, shading a wondrously sweet and perfect
face.

They had halted involuntarily, and stood gazing at each
other, typifying the Present and the Past.

A minute thus, and then the girl's eyes began to dilate. At
the same time Roger Green bent forward and scanned her
'with anxious eagerness. Slowly the color left his face, and
the hands that rested on the cane began to tremble.

It was the girl who broke the silence.
"You are Roger Green?" she said.
"I am."
"I recognize you. Do you not recognize me?"
"No, I do not know you."
"Do not your fears, does not guilty heart, tell you who I

am?"
"No. Why should f. know you?"
"I am Sarah Rowland! "
He caught his breath gaspingly, and stared at her with a

deathly fear creeping into his face.
Again she spoke. {

"I have come for my rights, Roger Green," she said. "I
have come for my rights to-day." >-

"What rights can you prate of?" and in his tone rang a res-
perate resolution.
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'•The rights you robbed my father of, for which you mur-
dered my father," she firmly said.

He laughed hoarsely. He must not admit anything; come
what might, Elsie must be Countess of Marsden.

"You are crazy! " he cried. "If you are Sarah Howland, the
daughter of the man from whom I bought the castle, you shall
never come to want while I have a penny. But I must con-
sider you crazy, and I shall have a doctor examine you, and,
if necessary, place you in an asylum."

"Never! This day I mean to hav* my rights acknowledged!
Out of my way, Roger Green, I am going to my home."

She would have mounted the winding path up the face of the
bluff, but, suddenly controlled by a mad impulse, he threw
himself in her way and raised his cane to strike. Swish! The
heavy cane cut the air, and only that she leaped nimbly aside,
the girl must have been felled insensible.

Uttering a cry of rage now, knowing that his mad action
had committed him, Roger Green made a dash at her, his
long bony hands reaching for her fair white throat.

But, before he could do her injury, there was a rush of
feet. A man darted forward from behind a point of rocks,
and by a blow sent Roger Green sprawling.

"Father!" exclaimed the girl, "I did not know you were
so near! Where is "

The question was not finished. She had been about to ask
him where was his attendant, for he had been out of his
mind for years past. She was halted now by the terrible
convulsion witnessed on his face. His protruding eyes, fas-
tened on Roger Green's sanctimonious, oily face, began to
gleam with a light to which they had for years been a
stranger.

There was a spasm, as of rage, a contraction of the brows,
a clutching at it with his hand.-,, a motion as though rending
away a veil, and then he cried:

"It comes back to me now—the wreck!—the sailing from
this place first—you are Roger Green!"

Then he gazed blankly at the girl.
"Did you call me father? I know the voice, but surely you

are not my little girl! How did I get here?"
"Come! " she said, taking him by the hand. "Do not puzzle

over it now. In due time it will be all explained. We will
now go to our home on the cliffs. Roger Green, we wish your
company."

When he demurred, she took a dainty revolver from her
dress pocket, firmly saying:

"Roger Green, the misery you brought upon me and mine
has made me something of a man in my ability to care for
myself, and that loved father who was not murdered, but
made insane in the carrying through of your murderous
scheme."

She did not threaten in .words, but he dared not refuse
while she held that weapon ready to enforce her commands,
and he led the way up the winding path to the castle.

"What is that?" cried Elsie, when she met the party near
the house.

"I am Sarah Howland," answered the girl.
More plucky than her grandfather, Elsie Green cried:
"It's a lie! You are some adventuress, trying to blackmai?

us! Begone! This place belongs to him; the deeds stand
in his name."

"Then they are forged," was the calm reply.
"Begone, I say, or I will have you arrested. Grandfather,

will you weakly let them rob you?"
"No—no—never! " and a fierceness suddenly leaped into

his utterance. "I will defy and fight you to the last. Elsie
will to-morrow become the Countess Marsden! You have no
proof—ha! ha! You have no proof."

"That is where you are mistaken!" exclaimed a quiet voice,

as a newcomer stepped from the screen of a flowering shrub.
"I am John Morgan, detective, at your service, Roger Green.
Six months ago a dying tar made a confession to me. He said
that a certain man, named Roger Green, a lawyer by profession,
had hired him to scuttle a ship in which he was about to
sail, so that a gentleman and his little daughter might never
reach another port. He earned the sum you promised him
by scuttling the vessel. She went down in mid-ocean. But
he did not know whether the gentleman and his child had been
lost or saved, although when he came to you to get his pay
he assured you that with his own eyes he had seen them
perish. But he told me that certain of the crew had been
saved, and told me the names of these. I sought them out,
and one of them was able to tell me of a child that had been
taken ashore in safety. I hunted her out, and found her with
her father, who, struck on the head by a piece of wreckage,
had never recovered his reason. Yonder vessel brought' us
here to claim our rights, and—Heaven be praised—the sight
of your rascally visage has been the one needed thing to touch
the chords of memory and restore Mr. Rowland's reason. The
proof of your guilt is here—in this dying confession of your
tool—properly witnessed before a competent magistrate."

As the last word was uttered, Roger Green uttered a
gasping cry and fell to the earth. When they reached his
side he was dead. Elsie Green stood speechless before them
for a minute, then fled, nor ever was seen again. She did
not become the Countess Mareden on the morrow. The count
transferred his attentions on the real heiress, but she had
no ambition to bear a title at the expense of true love, and
the fortune hunter shortly left for pastures new.

Roger Green was Buried in the village churchyard, followed
by no mourner, for he had won the love of none, and on the
stone that Mr. Howland caused to be raised at his head was
inscribed:

ROG-ER GREEN,
Out of the Past.

The initiated alone understanding the meaning of that sen-
tence.

As he stands in the middle of the flat Suffolk field, in Eng-
land, there is little to show that he is not the ordinary inani-
mate scarecrow. He stands motionless for five minutes at a
time, and only when a bird is tempted by the fresh corn just
appearing above the ground does he show any signs of life.
But then it is that the scarecrow moves. He hits an old tin
can with the rusty handle of a shovel, and frightens the birds
and makes them fly quickly out of sight. So he spends his
day, this old, bent man, and at the end he is paid 18 pence. He
is the village scarecrow.

A curious and pathetic, albeit not so uncommon, feature
of prison life was touched upon the other day when a man
named Kelley complained to a magistrate that he had been
prevented by the warders from bringing out of prison with
him a rat that he had tamed. Prisoners at all times have been
in the habit of making pets of the four-footed creatures that
haunt their prisons. Big Bill Johnson, in his day a notorious
South London character, trained mice in Pentonville, and
trained them so cleverly, that on his release he was able to
earn over $300 by exhibiting them, sufficient to set him up in
business. Sparrows, blackbirds, spiders, and even flies, have
all been made pets of by convicts; and not long ago a sad lit-
tle story found its way into the press of how a Portland "lifer"
named Persons was driven insane through the confiscation of
a field mouse he had caught and tamed. Wainwright, the
Whitechapel murderer, made friends with the prison cat and
interrupted the chaplain's exhortations at the foot of the gal-
lows to inquire concerning its welfare. Prichard, the double-
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MESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.—Containing the most ap-
Dved methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all kinds of
eases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo

Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.—Containing the most ap-
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
* full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology,
•3nd the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By
g*o Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.

HYPNOTISM.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.—Containing valuable and in-

structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the
loading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.

SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.—The most complete

hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in-
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
together with descriptions of game and fish.

No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.—Fully
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
8*1111 instructions are given in this little book, together with in-
Structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.

No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.—
& complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
tor business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
diseases pecaliar to the horse.

No. 48, HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.—A handy
%ook for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
«nd the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
By C. Stansfield Hicks. ^

<«/ FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.—

^Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean-
Sag of almost any kind of dreams, together with charm's, ceremonies,
and curious games of cards. A complete book.

No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.—Everybody dreams,
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
fives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky
£nd unlucky days, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.

No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.—Everyone is desirous of
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or
a&isery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this- little
Itook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell
She fortune of your friends.

No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.—
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
<dr the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
S>y aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson.

ATHLETIC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.—Giving full in-

struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars,
torizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good,
feealthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
in this little book.

No. 10. HOW TO BOX.—The art of self-defense made easy.
€!ontaining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the ditfer-
»nt positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
without an instructor.

No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.—Containing full
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports apd athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald.
A handy and useful book.

No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-^Containmg full instruction for
fencing and the 'use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
positions in fencing. A complete book.

TRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 51. HOv/ TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.—Containing

animations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
•leight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of

prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.—Em-
bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il-
lustrations. By A. Anderson.

No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.—
Containing deceptive Care' Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
and magicians. Arrange cor home amusement. Fully illustrated.

MAGIC.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.—The great book of magic and

card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed by
our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as it will both amuse and instruct.

No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.—Heller's second sight
explained by his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
authentic explanation of second sight.

No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-rContaining the
grandest assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
public. Also tricks with cards, incantations, etc.

No. -0 HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.—Containing over
one .? inured highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.

No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.—Containing over
fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also contain-
ing the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.

No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.—Containing full
directions for making Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.—Showing
many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
Anderson. Fully illustrated.

No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJUROR Containing
tricks with Dominos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.

No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.—Containing a com-
plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson,.
Illustrated.

MECHANICAL,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.—Every boy

should know how inventions originated. This book explains them
all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.

No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.—Containing full
instructions how to proceed in order to become a locomotive en-
gineer ; also directions for building a model locomotive; together
with a full description of everything an engineer should know.

No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.—Full
directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, JEolian Harp, Xylo-
phone and other musical instruments; together with a brief de-
scription of. nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for- twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.

No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.—Containing
a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
Also full directions for its use and for*painting slides. Handsomely
illustrated. By John Allen.

No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.—Containing
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Trickau
By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

LETTER WRITING.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.—A most com-

plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.

No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.—Giving
complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.

No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.—
Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
also giving sample letters for instruction.

No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.—A wonderful little
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and any-
body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
lady in the land should have this book.

No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.—Con-
taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.



THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE

BOOK.—Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.

No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.—
Containing a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuse-
ment and amateur shows.

No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK- MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKE BOOK.—Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for or-
ganizing an amateur minstrel troupe.

No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.—This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.

No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.—Containing com-
plete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
stage: together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.—Containing the lat-
est jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSEKEEPING.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.—Containing

full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub-
lished.

No. 30. HOW TO COOK.—One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.

No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.—It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women ; it will teach you how to,
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.

ELECTRICAL.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.—A de-

scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ;
together with fu l l instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il-
lustrations.

No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.—Con-
taining fu l l directions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.

No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.—Containing a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.

ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.—By Harry

Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical-professor (delighting multi-
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the
greatest book ever published, and there's millions (of f u n ) in it.

No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.—A
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
money than any book published.

No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.—A complete and useful little
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.

No 3f>. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.—Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.

No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.—A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and f u l l directions for playing Euchre, Crib-
bage. Casino, Forty-Five, Rotince, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker,
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards.

No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLE'S.—Containing over three hun-
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.

ETIQUETTE.
No. 13 HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.—It

Is a grefu l i f e secret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's happiness in it.

No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.—Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap-
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
in the drawing-room.

DECLAMATION.
No. 27. riOW TO UECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS.

—Containing (lie most popular sole'-tions in use, comprising Dutch
dialect, French dialect , Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.—Containing
'teen illustrations,, giving the different positions requisite to becom^f
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems front.
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mot§
simple and concise manner possible. j

No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.—Giving rules for conducting d*
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bei£
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.—The arts and wiles 9f flirtation alt

fully explained by this litt'.z book. Besides the various methods of
handkerchief, fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con«
tains a ful l list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which itf
interesting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happjj
without one.

No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new ar.d handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains f u l l instruo*
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squarfl
dances. ^> \

No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.—A complete guide to lovlt
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules a"ud etiquett*
to be observed, \ \ i th many curious and interesting things not gen-
erally known.

No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.—Containing full instruction in th«
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving th«
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.

No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.—One of the
brightest and most valuable l i t t le books ever given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.—Handsomely illustrated anfi

containing fu l l instructions for the management and training of th«
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, narrot, etc.

No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY. PIGEONS ANE5
RABBITS.—A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illua-
trated. By Ira Drofraw.

No. 40. 'HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.—Including hinte
on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird**
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harcingtos
Keene. •>>

No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.—A
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting
and preserving birds, arimals and insects.

No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.—Giving con*'
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving fuK
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eighi
illustrations, making it tbe most complete book of the kind eves'
published.

MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.—A useful and In-

structive book, giving a compete treatise on chemistry; also ex™
periments in acoifctics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di-
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thie
book cannot be equaled.

No. 14. HOVy* TO MAKE CANDY.—A complete hand-book fof
making aT

IS 0.84.
information legarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com-
position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
Hiland.

No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.—A won-
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com-
plaints.

No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.—Con-
taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.

No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.—By Old King Brady,
the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
and experiences of wyell-known detectives.

No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.—Contain-
ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W«
Abnev.

No! 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADET.—Containing full explanations how to gain admittance
course of Study, , Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu SenSrens, authof
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."

No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.—Complete In-
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com-
piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become @

kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc.. etc.
-HOW TO BECOME AN" AUTHOR.—Containing full

With many standard readings. West Point Military Cadet."
PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.

Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 84 Union Square, New York.



Latest Issues
W I D E A W A K E ' W E E K L Y '

COLORED COVERS.
CONTAINING STORIES or BOY FIREMEN,

32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.
116 Young Wide Awake's Plucky Drive; or, Bridging a Chasm

of Fire.
117 Young Wide Awake and the Briber; or, The Test that

Makes a Man.
118 Young Wide Awake's Artful Dodge; or, Placing Enemies

on the Defense.
119 Young Wide Awake Solving a Mystery; or, Hunting Down

the Fire Thieves.

120 Young Wide Awake's Drawn Battle; or, Breaking Even
With the Neptunes.

121 Young Wide Awaks in a House of Death; or, The Mystery
of a Big Blaze.

122 Young Wide Awake and the' "Night Prowlers"; or, The
Fire at the Cartridge Works.

123 Young Wide Awake's Wild Ride; or, Fighting Fire in
Lincoln.

OOLORED COVERS.
CONTAINING STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY.

32 PAGES.

141 Billy, the Cabin Boy; or, The Treasure of Skeleton Island.
142 Just His Luck; or, Climbing the Ladder of Fame and

Fortune.
143 Out With His Own Circus; of, The Success of a Young

Barnum.
144 Playing for Money; or, The Boy Trader of Wall Street.
145 The Boy Copper Miner; or, Ted Brown's Rise to Riches.
14'6 Tips off the Tape; or, The Boy Who Startled Wall Street.

147 Striking it Rich; or, From Office Boy to Merchant Prince.
148 Lucky in Wall Street; or, The Boy Who Trimmed the

Brokers.
149 In a Class by Himself; or, The Plucky Boy Who Got to

the Top.
150 Bulling the Market; or, The Errand Boy Who Worked a

Corner.
151 After the Big Blue Stone; or, The Treasure of the*Jungle.

"WILD WE5T WEEKLY"
A MAGAZINE CONTAINING STORIES, SKETCHES, ETC., OP WESTERN LIFE

COLORED COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.
298 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot Tourist; or, A

Grizzly Hunt in the Rockies.

299 Young Wild West Routing the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Ari-
etta and the Snake Charmer. *

300 Young Wild West Crossing the Dead Line; or, The Cow-
boys and the Sheep Herders.

301 Young Wild West and the Boy Hunters; or, Arietta and
the Game Stealers.

302 Young Wild West on the Desert of Death; or, Hemmed
/ in by Bandits.

303 Young Wild West and the Pioneers; or, Fighting Their
Way to Grizzly Gulch.

304 Young Wild West and "Rawhide Ralph"; or, The Worst
Cowboy in Texas.

305 Young Wild West Shooting for Glory; or, The Cowboy
Jubilee at Red Dog.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

7RA1TE TOUSET, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N. T.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
In the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you w ant and we will send them to you by
return mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR SIR — Enclosed find ...... cents for which, please send me:

---- copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos
.... " " WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos
.... " " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos.. .'.. ..................... '
.... " " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ......................................

" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .................. .............
« SECRET SERVICE, Nos ............. ......................... .
" FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos

Name ............................ Street and No ..... .............. Town .......... State
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S E C R E T S E R V I C E
OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.

Price 5 cents. 32 Pages. Colored Covers. Issued Weekly
LATEST ISSUES:

430 The Bradys and Gump High; or, The Mystery of the Ruined
Joss House.

431 The Bradys and the River Pirates; or, After the Dock Rats
Hall.

432 The Bradys and the Silent Five; or, The Secrets of Shadysitie
Gang.

433 The Bradys and the Opium King; or, Braving the Perils of Pel*
Street.

434 The Bradys' Bleecker Street Mystery; or, The House With a
Hundred Doors.

435 The Bradys Among the Frisco Gold Thieves ; or, The Black Band
of Old Dupont Street.

436 The Bradys and the Doctor's Death League ; or, The Mystery of
the Boy in lied.

437 The Bradys and the Man Trappers ; or, Hot Times on Whirlwind
Lake.

438 The Bradys and the House of Skulls ; or, The Strange Man of
Five Points.

439 The Bradys' Daring Deal ; or, The Bargain With Dr. Death.
440 The Bradys aud the Coffin Man ; or, Held in the House of the

Missing.
441 The Bradys and the Chinese Dwarf ; or, The Queue Hunter of the

Barbary Coast.
442 The Bradys Among the Handshakers; or, Trapping the Confidence

Men.
443 The Bradys and the Death Trunk ; or, The Chicago Secret Seven.
444 The Bradys and Mr. Magic ; or, After the Thumbless League.
445 The Bradys' Double Trap; or, Working the Night Side of New

York.
446 The Bradys and the Gun-Boat Boys ; or, Unraveling a Navy Yard

Mystery.
447 The Bradys and "Old Foxy" ; or, The Slickest Crook in New

York.
448 The Bradys and the Fan Tan Players ; or, In the becret Dens of

Chinatown.
449 The Bradys and the Three Black Stars; or, The Million Lost in

the Meadows.
450 The Bradys' Church Vault Mystery; or, Tracking the Bowery

Fakirs.
451 The Bradys and "Gum-Shoe Gus" ; or, Hunting the White Way

Crooks.
452 The Bradys and the Belfry "Owls" ; or, Trailed to the Tombs.
453 The Bradys and the Chinese Juggler; or, The Opium Fiend's Re-

venge.
454 The Bradys after "78X" ; or, Caught by a Sing Sing Clew.
455 The Bradys and the Telegraph Boy ; or, Exposing the League of

Three.
456 The Bradys' Six Bell Clew; or, The Masked Men of the Magic

Mountain.
457 The Bradys and the Queen of the Highbinders ; or, The War of

the Tongs and Leongs.
458 The Bradys and the Floating Head ; or, The Clew Found in the

River.
459 The Bradys After Captain Death : or, Saving a Mill ion in Rubies.
460 The Bradys and the Witch Woman : or, The Mystery of Mulberry

Bend.
461 The Bradys and the Blind Peddler : or. Working in the Dark.
462 The Bradys Chasing the "Queer" Makers ; or, The Missing Secret

Service Man.

463 The Bradys and the Hop Crooks ; or, The Hidden Man of China-
town.

46i The Bradys' Double Death' Trap ; or, After the St. Louis Seven.
405 The Bradys and the Trunk Tappers; or, Solving a Railroad

Mystery.
4GG The Bradys' Church Clock Ciew ; or, The Man in the Steel Cage.
467 The i.radys and the Six Skeletons; or, The Underground House

(ju the Hudson.
468 The Bradys and the Chinese Fire Fiends; or, Breaking Up a

Secret i;and.
469 Tire Bradys and the Stolen Bonds; or, A Tangled Case from

Boston.
470 The Bradys and the Black Giant; or, The Secret of "Lit t le

Syria. '
471 The Bradys and Little Chin-Chin ; or, Exposing an Opium Gang
472 The Brauys after the Bank Street Bunch ; or. Rounding up th >

Dock itats.
473 The Bradys and the Boston Beats; or, The Secrets of the oiJ

Manor House.
474 The Bradys Chasing the Grain Thieves ; or, Chicago's Mysterious

Six.
475 The Bradys and the Mad Chinaman ; or. Hot Work in Five Ci t ies
476 The I.radys and the Black Poisoner; or, Strange Work in P h i l a -

delphia.
477 The i.radys in London; or, Solving the Whitechapel Mystery.
478 The Bradys and the French Crooks ; or, Detective Work in Paris.
479 The Bradys After the Policy King; or, The Plot Against Capta..i

Kane.
480 The Bradys and the Dynamite Gang; or, Ten Hours of Deadly

Peril.
481 The Bradys and the Fan Tan Queen ; or, Lost in the Heart of

Chinatown.
482 The Bradys in the White Light Dis t r ic t ; or, Tracking the

Broadway Sharpers.
4S3 The Bradys' Lost Link ; or, The Case that Was Never Finished.
484 The Bradys and the "Prince of Pittsburg" ; or, A Mystery or

the Blast Furnace.
485 The Bradys and the Silver Seal : or. The Strangest of All C>\vs.
486 The Bradys Tracking "Joe the Ferret" ; or, The Worst Crook

in the World.
487 The Bradys and the Chinese Secret Society ; or, After the Band

of Five.
488 The Bradys and Mr. Midnight ; or, The Mystery of the House

of Mirrors.
489 The Bradys After the 'Frisco "Dips" ; or, The Sharpest Crooks

in the West.
490 The Bradys and the Yellow Boy; or, The Mystery of a Night

Hawk Cab.
491 The Bradys arid the Queen of Pell Street; or, The Hidden Hut

in China town.
492 The Bradys' Gold Vault Clew: or. Who Killed Treasurer Black?
493 The Bradys and the Factory Fiends ; or, The Clew Found in the

Dark.
494 The Bradys on a Death Ship; or, The Secret of the "Seven

Sisters."
495 The Bradys and Little Ah Chin; or. The Secret Dens of Chinatown.
4'.i6 The Bradys Chasing a Convict; or, Betrayed by a Photograph.
497 The Bradys and the Forged Check; or, The Shadow on i he Shades.
498 The Bradys af te r i he Tat ipoed Man; or, l i u n n i n g IK>\ \ n a Crimson Clew.
499 The Bradys Under Suspicion; or, Detective Work for a Poor Girl.
500 The Bradys and the Chinese Idol; or. The Clew Found in Pell Street.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N. Y.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
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in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
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.... " " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, NQS
" " Ten-Cent Hand Books. Nos
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